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Weather Foreca st 1 i Daily !hx!r.jn p
Don't wait for the fool-kille- r;Cloudy tonight with do it your-
self.
enow; somewhat
cooler.
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NEW SALARY BILL FIERCE BLIZZARD EXTMATESEXICO ENDSm1ADER0 REG
ME PARTY OFUN PRESIDENT ISSUDDENLY
FORCED MR
CAM SCOTT AND HIS COEI'
PERISH AFTER ATTAINING THEIR
GOAL THROUGH MANY HARDSHIPS
Ship Which Goes To Search for Voyagers
Finds Their Frozen Bodies
FELIX DIAZ, NEPHEW OF FORMER
DICTATOR, IS AT HEAD OF NEW
REBELLION Willi STI10I AMV
Immediately Upon His Release From Prison
Insurrecto Starts Fresh Revolt
PAPERS FOUND IN MEN'S POSSESSIONEXECUTIVE'S FRIENDS
These Confirm Reports That the Party Reached the Pole Shortly
After the Departure of Amundsen, the Famous Norwegian Ex-
plorerWife of the Captain Does Not Know of His Death
and Is Speeding Toward New Zealand Where She
Hopes To Meet Him All England Mourns for
a Popular Officer
But the Belie! Is Entertained That He Will Take Flight From the
Country The United States Prepares to Intervene If Situation
Becomes Critical and American Lives Are Endangered
Senator Catron Urges Same Policy as Was Used
Toward Cuba Ultimatum Is Sent to Diaz
Forces as Well as Madero Officials
These are supposed to be Dr. B. A.
Wilson, chief of the Scientific staff;
Captain L. B.'G. Oates, of the Innes-killin- g
dragoons; Lieutenant, 11. Bow-
ers of the Royal Indian marine, tho
conitnissniafc o ,";.: r, rixl P My o)- -
f . r n r ,i( cf tv j
INTRODUCED l
SENATE
PAGE SUGGESTS WHAT HE
THINKS IS AN EFFECTIVE
BASIS OF PAYMENT.
CREATESTWOm-SIXCLASSE- S
COUNTIES ACE CLASSIFIED ON
BASIS OF AREA, POPULA-- -
TION AND VALUE.'
HOUSE RECEIVES OTHER BILL
IN COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
IT EXAMINES THE FINANCE
COMMITTEE'S PRODUCT.
Santa Fe, X. M ., Feb. 10. A new
county salaries bill was introduced
in the senate this aiternoon by Sen-
ator Page, it classifies the counties
into twenty-si- x classes, the classifica-
tion being based upon the area, pop-
ulation, taxable wealth and particu-
larly upon the services to be per-
formed by the. offlj.-ials-. San Mi-
guel county is ; classified nineteenth.
The salaries are provided as follows:
Sheriff $3,000; assessor $2,750;
treasurer $2,o0; county clerk $2,700;
probate judge ? !00; county superin-
tendent of Bchooid $1,800; commis-
sioners $800 each; county surveyor
$10 for each day employed by the di-
rection of tho (. MM IOIsPIS.
Mora count. 3 U C! ss 12. Salar- -
les are prov' c i 'ows.
Sheriff, ' a oi, isurer and
county clerk i u vear; probate
judge $400; - 1 superintendent
$1,500; coniiii - imo $j(ii; county
surveyor $10 t n d. t mployed
by the cominisii-uuers- . " '
The1 bill provides that county treas-
urers and commissioners shall allow
and pay sucti ueputies and sucli ac-
tual expenses as shall to them seem
just, necessary and essential for the
performance of the duties imposed
by law upon the various county of-
ficers. In case of extraordinary ne-
cessity the county clerk may also
have the appointment of additional
deputies in lis office. It is provided
that no county officer shall receive
for his own use any salary, fees or
emolument other tfiajj that prescrib-
ed In the act. The county commis-
sioners are required to provide the
several county officers --easonable
room. No county officer other than
the commissioners shall have powers
to, rent or furnish offices.
This bill," as far as possible, cre-
ates the same situation in regard to
counties as is in vogue in cities. The
salaries of the various officials are
fixed by law, while the commission-
ers have power to provide deputies
and expend funds for other officials
as they become necessary, just as a
city council is empowered to pro-
vide certain deputies and police and
sanitary officers. The bill Is regard-
ed In Santa Fe as being a good meas-
ure. Its chances for passage, how-
ever, are problematical.
Santa Fe, N. M Feb.
house was in session for two hours
this morning, the entire session being
devoted to consideration, in commit-
tee of the whole of the county salaries
bill. When the committee, which
was presided over by Judge Toombs
of Clayton, rose shortly after noon,
I TODAY IN H1HESS I
f. I
Washington, Feb. 10. Senate
Debate on Kenyon bill to prohibit
shipment of liquor into "dry" states
was begun.
Campaign funds investigating corn- -
mittee resumed its inquiry, endeavor
ing to i'we Archbold Standard Oil I
letters. j
House considered miscellaneous
and District of Columbia legislation.
Passed bill forbidding In term ar--
rkt.RO of whites and negroes, Chinese
Japanese or Malays in District of
'Columbia.
Took up affticttitunw appropriation
bill.
THE CAPITAL
MEXICAN GOVERNMENT
IS TOLD THAT IT MUST
PROTECT AMERICANS
Washington, Feb 10 When
the house met today Repre--
sentative Hamill of New Jer- -
sey, introduced a joint reso- -
lutton calling for protection
of American interests in Mex- -
ico. The resolution follows.
Resolved, That to safegaurd
American lives and property
now jeopardized by present
developments iii Mexico, the
secretary of state, De and
hereby is, directed to instruct
the American ambassador at
Mexico City to notify the ex- -
isting government of Mexico
that it will be held strictly
and immediately answerable to
this government for any acts
committed within its domain
injurious to the persons and
property of citizens of the
United States of America,"
4--
held under leash for months, would
be held under orders to entrain and
embark.
All Quiet at Juarez.
Assurances- - from Consul Edwards
at Juarez that conditions are quiet in
that section of the border country If
which i'ediwal forces afe still Joyal to
Madero, are taken to Indicate that
there will be no immediate increase
of the American patrol force along
the Texas-Mexica- n frontier.
Catron Expresse) His Views.
The Mexican situation was the sub-
ject of animated discussion among
senators today, particularly those
from, border states. Senator Catron
of New Mexico, in an Interview, said:
"There is only one thing to do.
That is for this government to go
into Mexico and handle the situation
there as it did in Cuba."
A resolution calling for the safe-
guarding of American interests in
Mexico was introduced In the senate
by Senator Martine of New Jersey.
It was identical with that introduced
in the house by Representative Ham-mill- .
The Mexican embassy here an-
nounced that it had received but one
dispatch on the situation. That was
from Pedro Lascurian, minister of
foreign affairs." It. was sent from
Mexico City late last night and read:
"Military uprising. Government
has situation under control."
Activities on the Border.
Brownsville, Tex., Feb. 10 Offi-
cials in Matamoras, across the Mo
Grande from here, report that a band
of men was seen crossing the river
from the American side yesterday.
hT.liey proceeded in the direction of
Rio Bravo. Mataumras was quiet.
Cruiser
.Ready to Sail.
San Diego, Cul., Feb. lu The arm-
ored cruisers Colorado and South Da-
kota, of. the Pacific fleet, are realy
to sail for Mexican waters at short
notice should orders come from
s
Washington.
Will Try to Take Monterey.
Monehiva, Mex.. Feb. i0. A band
of rebels reported marching on Mon-
terey will, it is declared, demand the
surrender of tne city late today. It
is said here that little or no resist-
ance will be offered.
FOSTER GOING TO AUSTRALIA.
Ottawa, Out., Feb. 10. The Hon.
George E. Foster, minister of trade
and commerce, is scheduled to start
this week for Australia, to attend
the sessions of tho Imperial Trade
Commission in Australia and New
Zealand. While in Australia Mr.
Foster, will also complete the negotia-
tions already begun for a trade treaty
between the commonwealth i.ml
ON
practically the entire bill had been
agreed upon.
The committee on finance, which
prpared the original bill, seemed to be
in a complete control of the situation
this morning and to change its figures
generally met with failure. In a num
ber of Instances, however, changes
were made and these will likely ap-
pear In the bill as it finally passes
the house.
The expected substitute bill failed to
make its appearance, though it is
said it is already prepared and may be
brought up at any time. The substi
tute bill, according to its advocates,
divides the counties into twenty-si- x
classes, fixes the salaries for the elect-
ed officers alone and leaves it to the
boards of county commissioners to
provide for deputies, office expenses,
etc.
The backers of the bill should they
decide to go through with, it, propose
to have the delegations from each
county agree upon the figures for
their respective counties, thus insur-
ing practically unanimous vote for the
measure and avoiding any danger of
executive disapproval.
Immediately after the house had
resolved Itself into committee of the
whole and been read, de Baca of
Sandoval moved to trike out all that
part in relation to fifth class coun-
ties his motion was lost.
Mr. Burg, of Bernalillo, wanted to
raise the salaries of assessors of first
class counties tu $5,000 as against the
$1,000' provided in the bill. He also
moved to increase the salaries of the
'school supeVlntamTeiUs 'tcV',5:Oi7j"Thv
house would not listen, however, and
the gentleman from Bernalillo sub-
sided.
Rogers of Chaves thought $000 loo
little for a probate judge an moved tht
salary be raised to $1,500 in first
class counties. This did not appeal
to the house and the motion was
tabled. Mullens then moved to make
the salary $800. An effort to table
this motion was defeated 22 to 17
and the change was made, after which
the section regarding first class coun-
ties was aopted practically as it came
from the committee. ,
The second class counties were then
taken up. Efforts to raise salaries of
treasurers and asssessors failed, but
Speaker Baca succeeded in securing
an amendment raising the probate
judges from $500 to $700.
In the third class counties, the
probate Judges were also lucky, secur-
ing an additional $100 over the $401
allowed by the committee. Commis-
sioners in these counties were also
given an Increase of $100, making
their salaries $500.
Iln the fourth class counties the
only changes from the committee bill
was an increase of $100 for probate
judges and commissioners making
$100 per annum for these officials.
In the fifth class counties three
changes were made. Assessors were
given $1,200 instead of $1,000 and
sheriffs $1,500 Instead of $1,600. A
motion to give school superintendenis
$1,500 was lost but the officials were
finally allowed $1,200 as against the
$1,000, recommended in the original
bill.
VALUABLE LETTERS.
Washington, Feb. 10. Efforts to
trace unpublished letters that passed
between John D. Archlwld of the Stan
dard Oil company and members of
the senate an house prove uncus-cossf-
today when the senate com-tnltte- o
Investigating campaign
interrogated Charles Blumel-in- g
of New York, the man who Is said
to have sold the Archhold letters to
the Hearst, newspapers.
Blumcling testified that so far as be
knew, all the letters that had passed
through his hands had been made
public, ine Archbold letters were
b rough t to him in 1904 or 1005, W
said by Charles Stump and W.
jWingfiel, and lie negotiated the sales
lo tho Hearst publications. lift said
he pot between $S,000 and $3,C0O, the
sum being Ivldftl iiputliy between the
three men.
LEAVE
SAY HE WILL 3ETI)
yesterday's fighting, had a tragic se-
quence in the suicide, of his son, o.
The younger Reyes shot him-hel- f
through the head because of
grief over his father's death.
United States to Protect Subjects.
Washington, ., Feb; j
Knox, at the end of today's special
cabinet meeting, said, has been de-
cided to hold the cruiser Denver, at
Acapuleo, Mexico, instead of sending
her to Salvador, as has been planned
Other naval movements were discuss-
ed, the secretary said, hut none de-
cided upon.
, One American Killed.
One American is known to have
been injured in yesterday's clash.
American Ambassador Henry Lane
Wilson, at the first sign of trouble,
took prompt action to safeguard the
lives of Americans and other for-
eigners. As dean of the diplomatic
corps he called all the foreign repre-
sentatives into a conference at the
American embassy and demanded
from the Madero government speci-
fic assurance that adequate protec-
tion be extended to all foreigners in
the city. Subsenuently, the ambas--
sauor made the same demand on
Felix Diaz.
At Mr. Wilson's direction, Mont-
gomery Schuyler, secretary of the
embassy, made a tour of the city by
automobile. Immediately after tne
conflict between the Diaz and Ma-
dero forces, he reported oodies of the
dead and dying uncared for on . the
biwd expanse of tne piaza.
Ambassador Wilson's telegrams'
confirm earlier dispatches oi the con-
trol of the Mexican capital by the
Diaz forces and tile rapid sequence of
events which to lowed the release of
General Diaz and General Reyes from
federal prisons.
President Taft and the cabinet met
early today to take up the Mexican
situation,
While It was again stated today
that only most dire conditions would
cause Intervention iu Mexico during
the remaining three weeks of Pres-
ident Tatt's administration, the gen-
eral staff of the army hus had the
Mexican mobilization plans ready and
the navy was in readiness tor any
contingency.
The question to concern tho cab-
inet meeting today was the precarious
situation of Americans in the City
of Mexico if Diaz or President Made-
ro could not guarantee protection for
their lives and property. If the United
States were to intervene the first
step would be taken by iho navy. It
would full to Rear Admiral Badger,
commander-in-chie- f of the Atlantic
fleet, to dispatch some of the big
battleships to Vera Cruz to land a
j force of marines and bluejackets,
.Meanwhile fie- "expeditionary bri-;,:;!- "
of the army, which hiifi been
Oamaru, New Zealand, Feb. 10.
Captain Robert F. Scott and his pav
ty were overwhelmed by a blizzard
on their return journey from the
South Pole. The entire party perisn-ed- .
They leached the oimi tVj on
the eighteenth of Jjnuury, Ifi.:'.
The r..-- , ( n i
companions was brought to this port
by a signalled message from Uie
Terra Nova, tho vessel which had
carried the explorer and his expe-
dition to the Antartic, and which latt
last year went once again to tne
south to bring him and his compan
ions back.
The total number of deaths in-
volved in the calamity Is not exactly
known, but it is believed 00 scientists
and sailors lost their '.uves. captain
Scott's party reached the exact point
where Raoli Amundsen, planted the
Norwegian flag at the South Pole.
They found there the hut constructed
and left behind by Amundsen's party.
These facts were recorded iu the
documents found on the bodies of
the explorers when they were recov-
ered'.
All England In Mourning.
London, Feb. 10. News reached
the world today that Captain Robert
E. Scott, the Antartic explorer, and
an unknown number of his compan-
ions perished in the Antartic while
on their return journey from the
South role.
They reported their goal on Janu-
ary 18, 1912, about a month after
Captain Raold Amundsen, the Nor-
wegian, had planted the flag of his
country there. They then turned back
toward the bases they formed on
the outward journey, but, were over-
taken, overwhelmed and destroyed
by a bllzzaru,
The news of the death of the ex-
plorers was brought to civilization
today by the captain of tho Terra
Nova,, the vgsboI which had taken
Scott's expedition to the south and
which had gone again to fetch thc--
back after the accomplishment of
their task.
A searching expedition recovered
Iho bodies and records of tho party.
Only a few brief bulletins were sotit
today from the New Zealand port of
Oamaru by tho captain of tho Terra
Nova, who related Bimply tho fate
of the party and then proceeded With
his vessel for the port cf Littleton,
where ho should arrive Thursday.
The disaster cama 03 an utter eur-prls- o
to London, and cast a gloom
over the community which has been
unequalled since the death of King
Edward.
It Is believed' here that the disas
ter did not involvo a'l cf iho Scctt
party cf CC, but probably Culy Scott j
lihiiBcIf, and do four oti.ers selected
by Mm for the fr.it! ilasii t- t:.s .cK
Mexico City, Feb. 10. The night
passed quietly in Mexico City and 7
o'clock this morning saw no resump-
tion of the fighting, that yesterday re-
sulting in the supposed flight of
President Madero and success of
General Felix Diaz, the rebel leader.
Diaz has made no new move, and
the general situation this morning
remains much as it was last night,
when the rebellious army practically
seized the city after street fighting
before the national palace that re-
sulted in the death of General Ber-
nardo Reyes and some 200 people.
Stories are rife that President Ma-
dero has fled the city, headed for
some port on the east side, while in
another quarter it is declared that
he has acceded to the peremptory de-
mand of Diaz, voiced last night, that
he at once resign the presidency.
Neither of these reports couli be
confirmed at an early hour thia
morning. Relatives of Madero re-
fused this morning to divulge his
whereabouts. Only a few troops
came into the city during the night
and the early hours of today and
these showed little disposition to
fight.
' The report of President Madero's
flight was given credence, although
It was without confirmation. His de-
cision to close the capltol, it was
said, was due to General Manquet's
refusal to stand by him.
General Blanquet arrived last night
with a small portion of his forces,
supposedly loyal to Madero, but he
refused to fight against General Felix
Diaz. Since the arrival of Blanquet's
force, the bridges between the capi-
tal and Toluca have been burned.
The city apparently was not con-
vinced today that Madero would not
be able to return with enough troops
to wrest from Diaz tho power which
he secured yesterday.
There was considerable speculation
as to what action congress might
take. it was regarded as probable
that it would demand, the resignation
of the Madero administration.
The United Slates embassy was
guarded during the nlgut by a force
of 20 Americans selected by General
C. II. Agramonte, formerly of the
United States army, and' commanded
by R. M. Boulet, a steamship traffic
agent
Reports regarding the advance of
the Zapatista rebels from the south
continued during the night. It was
reported that General Genavevo de
la O, would arrive in the capital dur-
ing the day to join Diaz. There was
also the more alarming report that
the troops in Monterey had revolted,
headed by General Trevino. As the
telegraph line is in control of the
government, there is no way of
thin report
The JdHirifr of Cem-m- lii'marrlo
H'7'-- , Tr.lnii'ter of r, i"
1010 for N. .... I ; lie
Toie It was joined by Captain Eo;- -
ert F. Scott a few days lairr at Car-
diff.
The expedition consisted of 2S of-
ficers and scientists. In addition to a
crew of 23 picked men from tho
British royal navy. Report! werw
current at the time tho Terra Nova.
sailed for the Antartic oa December
14, 1912, to bring back tha Scott par-
ty that som.e of the nembers of tha
relief expedition had expressed gravo
doubts as to whether Captain Scott
and his fellow explorers would eve??
return. No reason was given for
these doubts, but they were freely-bruite-
abroad. .
Mrs. Scott left London five weelist
ago for New Zealand to meet her
husband there. The last direct word
received from Captain Scott himsolf.
was brought by the commander of
the Terra Nova from the southern . e-
gregious when she returned to A5a
roa, New Zealand, on March 31, last,
year. The brief message was in Cap-
tain Scott's own handwriting and
said: "I am remaining; in the Antar-
tic for another winter to continue and.
complete my work."
Captain Scott had shortly before'
sent back a report to his base at
McMurdo sound lioirig that on Jan-
uary 3, 1912, he had reached a point
150 miles from the pole and was a
toward his destination.
The dispatch from Oamaru, N. 2,.
this morning, nhows that in 15 diij--i
he covered the remaining 150 m'-U--
having traveled at the rate ot H
miles a day. It was on his renins
that he and his party were over-
whelmed by one of the terrific s
so prevalent in the AnSarthf
regions.
Captain S:'ott' main traveling party:
was to coiiaiht. of 10 wen tltbH 1, tin-se- lf,
while groups of four meu efn--
wcro to rottirn at different of
the journey, leaving Scott nd f e
others to complete Use fi:a dr.-- 1,
tho polo. This M ould IsiU-nt- that
of the members of tle r&rt 7 Who li,ei
hcou left at tho various ; ij V'eO I: UK
included wnonjr th victims e t';a .-n
osier and that It ws they ('', ti
ninntcatod to tl.o wo;ii 1
the expedition.'
was the "i t C'lai; ;:f;l !
been rail!
nAVf,..t
racrs,
i
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HERE'S MEW TYPE OF DESERTmission to represent New Mexico atthe Panama-Pacifi- c International ex-
position and the Panama-Californi- a
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money It
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c.
blongs in every home. Adv.
iiUiLuiiUiillllllil
875,000 IS
;he election for school directors in
outside of incorporated
cities, towns and villages. You will
find full and complete In ilructiuiit as
to the holding of this election cn
pages 27 and 28 of the school direc-
tors' guide. See also page 69 oC said
directors' guide for form of notice,
form of ballot, and form of certificate
all concerned what in its judgment
should be done. This suggestion is
made for the reason that owing to
the peculiar and at the same time
comprehensive plans which your
commission haa in view, it has
thought best that the people will be
eble better to understand them it
presented in the manner suggested,
and for the further reason that, at
the present time, it has been con-
sidered more proper that all of the
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 10. Repre-
sentatives of gome famous New
Mexico corporations met today at the
office of Attorney General Frank W.
Clancy for the purpose of settling
certain suits brought by the United
States government to cancel certain
timber and land contracts suits
brought as far back as 1907 by
Ormsby McHar'g, special U. S.
YELLOW PINE MEN TO MEET.
New Orleans, La., Feb. 10. Nearly
every southern state will oe repre-
sented at a convention of the Yet
low Pine Manufacturers' Association,
which will meet In this city tomorrow.
The session will last three lays and
will be presided over by President
S. J. Carpenter of Winfield, La.
$100 REWARD $100
The readers of this naner will ha
pleased to learn that there in nt iitone dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Ca-
tarrh beine a constitutional riinonoa re
quires a constitutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
auimg airecxiy upon tne blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, there-
by destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu-
tion and assisting nature in doing its-wor-The proprietors have' so muchfaith In its curative powers that tbey
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-
pation. Adv.
This is the season of the year when
mothers feel verv much ennr-ftme-
over the frequent colds contracted by
tneir cniidren, and have abundant
reason for it as every cold weakens
the lungs, lowers the vitalitv and
paves the way for the more serious
diseases that so often follow. Cham-
berlain's Cough Remedy is famous for
its cures, and is pleasant and safe to
take. For sale bv all dealern. Aflv
SURPLUS
$50,000.00
J D- - T- - Hosklns. Cashier
of election; the form of directors'
oath may be found on pae 10 of said
directors' guide.
"Note especially that the payment
of poll tax is not itjceo.-wry in ordvr
to vote at school elections."
DELEGATES NAMED.
Governor William C. McDonald to
day appointed D. X. Hoskins, of Las
Vegas, and P. F. VtfcC.tiiua, of Albu-
querque, delegates o t'.e i'lftu Inter-
national Good Roads Congress to ibe
held at Chicago on "e'frntry L'ith
Successful Root and Herb Remedy.
The study of roots and herbs, their
character and power over disease,
was what led Lydia E. Pinkham of
Lynn, Mass., to produce for woman's
Ills the most successful remedy the
world has ever known, and while she
pased to her reward some years ago,
her work, among suttering women is
still carried on by trained assistants
and many tons of roots and herbs
are consumed annually in the manu
facture of the now famous Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vetegable Compound, as
originated 'by her.
Mrs. 8. S. 8., Van Buren St, King-
ston, N. Y. (full name furnished on
application) had such decided benefit
from using Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound that she shares her good
fortune with others. She writes:
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
brought my voice back to me during
severe case of bronchitis and laryn
gitis. Oh, how many people I have
recommended It to." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
ZLZI ( irLJZ iA
Qy J y
LAS VEGAS
ENOUGH
DOES NOT BELIEVE YORE THAN
THAT SHOULD BE SPENT
ON WORLD'S FAIRS.
Santa. Fe, N. M., Fel 10. In a
brief message to the legislature late
Saturday afternoon, Governor W. C.
McDonald told the legislature that
he believed that $75,000 was all that
the new state ought to expend upon
the two Pacific coast expositions to
be held in 1915. Both expositions
are asking the state for appropria-
tions for exhibits. The governor did
not express preference for either of
the two expositions, but Indicated
clearly in his message that he be-
lieved that 75,000 ought to be the
limit, even if only one exposition
were honored with an exnibit from
this stata
The house Saturday took no ac-
tion on the message, but the two bill
by Speaker Baca on this subject are
special order for Monday, afternoon.
With the governor's message, he
sent the report of his exposition com-
mission which consists of William T.
Thornton, J. J. Shuier, H. J. Hager-man- ,
II. A. Jastro and H. E. Twitch- -
ell. Mr. Twitchell Is chairman and
Mr. Schuler Is secretary. The re-
commendations of the commission are
modest and it Is believed that a
Binall sum of money will be all that
Is necessary to carry them into ef-
fect If they are adopted by the legis-
lature. The commission reports that
it met, organized and visited the ex-
position sites and selected sites for
the New Mexico exnibit at both San
Diego and San Francisco.
The portion of the report dealing
with the sort of exhibits recommend-
ed Is as follows:
By the terms of the joint resolu-
tion under which your commission
was created, it is provided that the
commission, prepare plans for the
exhibits of the state of New Mexi-
co at the said exposition and submit
the same with its recommendations,
to the legislature of the state now in
session.
Pursuant to this provision, your
commission has adopted and agreed
to recommend and report to the leg-
islature that the state of New Mexi-
co be repreented at both the exposi-
tions; (that irerSct at the exposition
at San (Diego, toJba used and known
as the New Mexico building, a re-
plica of the old church and mission
of Pecos and that it erect and' main-
tain at the exposition at San Fran-
cisco, a replica, either of the old
church and mission at Jemez or at
Acoma. Your commission believes
that those two buildings can be re
produced at a cost entirely within
the means of the state.
In a report of this character, youi
commission finds that it cannot thor-
oughly explain to youi excellency and
to the legislature the plans which it
has in view for these exhibits, aad
therefore suggests that a joint meet-
ing of the senate and' house of rep-
resentatives be arranged for at an
early date, to be attended by your
excellency, the several state officials,
and all citizens Interested in the
welfare of the state, at which time this
commission, through Its chairman
and members, will orally explain to
.
The hearing will be continued Mon-
day, Mr. Clancy said, and perhaps
some determination may bo reached
on that day. Among those present at
the meeting today were Attorney E.
W. Dobaon of Albuquerque; Attorney
Franklin of El Paso; the president of
the American Lumber Company; U.
S. Attorney Stephen B. Davis, of Las
Vegas.
EDUCATORS MEET.
Heads of the educational institu-
tions of ew Mexico met Saturday
afternoon with Governor McDonald
in compliance with a request sent out
by the governor through the state
superintendent of public instruction,
Alvan N. White. The meeting was an
interesting one and it is said every
educator furnished the governor a
signed statement containing data de
sired by the chief executive concern-
ing the etudents attending the var
ious institutions of the state.
SCHOOL DIRECTORS.
State Superintendent of PubK-'- j In-
struction Alvan N. White today ''.nail
ed out to the county school superin
tendents a circular letter ahout elec-
tions for school directors. The letter
a
begins as follows:
"I desire in this circular to request
that you give early notice concerning
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plans relative to new Mexico's ex-
hibit should not be published until
after the representatives of the state
have officially acted thereon.
Your commission has also taken
Into consideration the question of thi
state's appropriation for these expo-
sitions, and, in making recommenda-
tion it submits, your commission says
that, based upon the assessed valua-
tion of the state, as at present found
upon the assessment rolls, approxi-
mately seventy-fiv- e million dollars,
it will cost each tax-pay- of the
state, upon each one hundred dollars
of assessed property, the sum of ten
cents per annum for the years 1913,
1914 and 1915, in order to make an
have available the sum of two hun-
dred thousand dollars for making
these exhibits.
Your commission therefore recom-
mends that an appropriation of two
hundred' thousand dollars be made by
the state of New Mexico for the mak-
ing of proper exhibits at each of said
expositions and that a levy of one
mill during the years 1913, 1914 and
1915, upon all the taxable property of
the state, he made in order to make
such approprMion available.
Your commission further recom-
mends that boards of county commis-
sioners be empowered also to make
such levies for the purpose of aiding
In making proper exhibits for
as in the judgment and dis-
cretion of such boards or county com-
missioners, shall deem proper, limit-
ing the amount of such levies in a
manner which to the legislature shall
be legal and just.
Your commission has prepared s
bill to be Introduced in the present
session of the legislature, which it
submits herewith.
All of which is respectfully sub-
mitted.
It. E. TWITCHELL,
Chairman.
II. A. JASTRO,
J. J SHULER.
Santa Fe, N. M., January 10. 1913.
The governor's message was as
follows:
Gentlemen:
I have to lay before you the report
of the Panama Kxposition commis-
sion appointed by me, pertaining to
Jointf Resolution No. 5 of the First
New Mexico legislature. This com-
mission con:.sts of five members
and its action is fully covered in this
report.
You will notice that the commis
sion In its report lnaicates the diffi
culty in making- a written report in
detail for your Information, and the
suggestion is made that you hold a
Joint meeting of the senate and
house, inviting all intefested citizens
to attend, and that the chairman of
the commission and Its members will
at such meeting fully explain what in
their judgment should be done.
I heartily commend such action
and recommend that you provide for
this joint meeting by joint resolution
of the two houses at some time to be
agreed upon by yourselves.
In connection with this report the
commission nas submitted the draft
of a bill for your consideration pro-
viding for the appointment of a corn- -
1
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
Those Who Have Seen the Real Thing
Would Be Surprised at Pictorial
Representation.
Those who have lived in Egypt will
find a source of unending surprise in
the scenic offerings of "high class
vaudeville" which accompany the
throaty howling by a near barytone of
"I Shall Love Yew Till the, Hot Des-
ert Freezes Eternally," illustrated with
pictures from the East (side). It
should be noted here that it is hardly
fair to' call a locality a "desert" at all,
A'hen it is so plentifully peopled with
the cosmopolitan races presented to
the public on the screen.
The pictures show a wild profusion
of Bedouins, Chinese, Arabs, Moors,
Greeks, Armenians, Bulgarians and
Turks, with a fair sprinkling of Ro
man senators, in every conceivable
garb, ancient and modern, lounging
comfortably around the pyramids and
smoking Havana cigars, English pipes,
hookahs and cigarettes and mostly
chewing gum. But if in his choice of
population the scenic artist has done
well in Egyptian scenery he has cer
tainly surpassed himself, for you be
hold great clusters of pyramids,
sphinxes by the dozen, camels, horses,
sheep, deer, ostriches and even . ele
phants crossing the soft sand of the
alleged desert or resting beneath the
English oaks, Lombardy poplars, cac
tus and palm trees.
And before you can get your breath
a gallant knight in the uniform of the
Austrian hussars, covered with a ki
mono and a scimitar stuck in his belt,
brings his sultana Into the moonlight
and hugs her until the everlasting des
ert Is removed and the applause of
the audience freezes over. New York
Herald.
WOMEN HOLD HIGH POSITION
Probably In No Country in the Worl
Are They Favored With Greater
Esteem Than in Servla.
There is no country in the world
where women ocupy a more Signified
or honored position in the home than
in Servla. The Servian idea Is quite
different from that of the Turk, who
keeps his women behind shut doors.
or the German, whose ideal woman la
a good hausfrau. In Servia the wom
an is the companion of the man.
A man Is responsible for his unmai1-
rled sisters, and throughout the Bal
kan states it is considered rather a
breach of etiquette for him to marry
before his older sister.
No Servian girl would feel she could
hold up her head in society unless she
could speak four languages. There Is
hardly a Servian woman who canhof
play some musical Instrument Em-
broidery, painting, drawing and sculp-
ture are all studied. Politics is t
popular feature among women.
Servian women are very domestt
cated and the highest pay personal at
tention to trivial ters of house-
keeping.
' ' '
There are two women doctors prao
ticing In Belgrade, and women teacb
ers galore. But public opinion, on tbt
whole, Is rather against women enter
ing the labor arena.
In Installments.
They were experts In jnany things,
but chiefly In the art of bragging. And
at the moment they were discussing
their own wonderful feats as vocal-
ists, i
"Why," said the Englishman, blow-
ing rings of smoke from! his cigar,
"the first time I sang in pjiblic the au-
dience simply showered rie with bou-
quets. Bless you, there were enough
to start a flower shop!" J
"Faith, an' I can beat you!" cried
the Irishman. "The first tolme I sang
was at an open air concert, and, be
gorra, the audience were that
they presented me with a
house, they did!"
"A house! You must be off your
head!" Interrupted the Englishman,
scofflngly.
"Not at all," answered Pat. "I tell
ye they gave me a house but it was
a brick at a toime!" Loudon An- -
An Anodyne.
"An anodyne," patiently explained a
well-know- n physician to a woman pa-
tient, "is a delusion. Any medicine
that soothes pain has this drawback
ft relieves the attack, but the next
attack comes on much sooner. Under-
stand, it'll cure your headache, but
you're bound to have another head-
ache In a day or two."
The woman pondered a bit.
"I know Juat what you mean, doc-
tor," she said. "I've noticed It about
Henry, my husband, you know. A doc- -
tor prescribed whisky for his cough.
My husband says It cured his cough
quicker than anything else ever did,
but I notice that he gets a M.w cough
almost every week, now." Louisville
Times.
Old Colnt Really Broken.
Th(v had an inuenlous plan for
mpftine a shortage of small change
in thn old davs before copper coins
existed. Until the reign of Edward 1.
the silver penny was the smallest
rnln minted in England, to the great
inconvenience of the small purchaser
of the period. But the diihcuity was
to some extent KOI over by the issue
of pennies indented with a dpep cross.
The coin could then be broKen mio
halfpennies and farthings. Our first
real copper coinage only dates from
1672, and until the time of bciwara vi.
iipi! r.f (diver were coined, grow
ing smaller and smaller an the value
of Oliver incrcHfiijd.J'ondott
exposition and recommends an appro-
priation of $200,000 to be expended
by the commission for the proper ex-
hibition or display of the products
and other things of interest for tW
purpose of advertising the advant-
ages claimed for New Mexico.
I )foel that It Is mil duty to call your
attention to the fact that in all
probability New Mexico could not af- -
' ford a $200,000 appropriation for the
purposes mentioned, and I would rec-
ommend that should "you decide to
provide by law for the commission
suggested and make an appropriation
I to carry out the purposes for which
y that commission may pe created, that
bucJi appropriation should not ex-
ceed $75,000.
I would particulrrly request the
most careful consideration of the re-
port andl accompanying bill presented
therewith.
I am, gentlemen, ...
Respectfully yours,
w. c. Mcdonald,
Governor.
A DIFFERENCE.
It Paid This Man to Change Food.
"What is called "good living' even-
tually brought me to a condition quits
the reverse of good health," writes
a New York merchant.
"Improper eating told on me till
my stomach became so weak that
food nauseated me, even the lightest
and' simplest lunch, and I was much
depressed after a night of uneasy
slumber, unfitting me for business
"This condition was discouraging,
as I could find no way to improve
it. Then I saw the advertisement of
Grape-Nut- s food, and deciled to try
it, and became delighted with the
Tesult.
"For the past three years I have
used Grape-Nut- s and nothing else for
my. breakfast and for lunch before
retiring. It speedily set my stom-
ach right and 1 congratuate myself
that I have regained my health.
There Is no greater comfort for a
tired man than a lunch of Grape-Nut-
In insures restful sleep, and
an awakening, in the morning with
a feeling of bouyant courage and
hopefulness. '
"Grape-Nut- s has been a boon to
my whole family It has made of our
boy, who used to be un-
able to digest much of anything, a
robust, healthy, little rascal weighing
32 pounds. Mankind certainly owes
a debt of gratitude to the expert
who invented this perfect food."
Name given by Postum Cereal Co.,
Tinttlfi PrPftk. Mich. 'VThere's a rca- -
son,"
Ever read the above letter? A
new one appears from time to time.
They are genuine, true, and full of
human interest.
HEALTH WARNING
Chilled and wet feet result in con
gesting the internal organs, and
of the kidneys and blad
der, with rheumatic twinges and pain
in back generally follow. Use Folej
Kidney Pills. They are the best medi
cine made for all disorders of the kid
neys, for bladder irregularities, and
for backache and rheumatism. They
do not contain habit forming drugs.
Tonic in action, quick results. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Adv.
PROMINENT MEN TO SPEAK.
New York, Feb. 10. What prom
ises to be one of the most notable
functions of its kind in New York
this winter will be me. annual ban'
quet of the Silk Association of Amer-
ica, for which preparations were com-
pleted todap. The affair will be held
tomorrow night at the Hotel Astor.
Among the speakers and their top-
ics will be the following: "Crest-ing- s
from the New Republic," Hon.
Chang Yin Tang, the Chinese min
ister at Washington; "Business and
Government," Secretary Charles Na--
gel of the department of commerce
and labor; "The State of the Isa-tlon-
Charles Curtis, United States
senator from Kansas; "The 'New
Type of Good Men," Rev. W. War-
ren Giles ot EttHt Orange, V J.
TEXAS HARDWARE DEALERS.
Dallas, Tex., Fob. 10. Hardware
ami implement dealers from all parts
of Texas o.ro guttKiring in Dallas for
the annual convention of their state
association, which will meet tomor-
row, The sessions will continue over
Wednesday and Thursday.
STEEL HEARING RESUMED.
New York, Fl'b. 10. After a recess
of tou dayB the hearings in the suit
to dissolve the United Stales Steel
corporation were resumed todoy. The
corporation's side of the case is now
to be taken up, the government hav-
ing practically concluded Its intro-
duction of testimony. Among the
witnesses whom tfie steel attorneys
expect to call are Judge Elbert II.
Cary, chairman of the corporation;
James A. Farroll, presid-ent- and
Hanry C. Frick, who is one of tli
directors.
Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
with the San Miguel National Bank
G. HaydoD
Kelly
Hoskins
President
Vice President
Treasure
Interest PeJd on Deposits
IT PAYS FMix the Breakfast Bis
the Night
Set Th e m EEb.
Away in a
Cool Place
and Bake
them Fresh in
tke Morning n
Jyfi
r 1
1
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind hls
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at ttake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality,
Vou are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be-
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
t Always Pays to Buy Advertlsntl Goods
If the family do not oil cat brcr.l.f i:;t together, you can
bake a few at a time. If you are havir..; 1 .ot. bir.cuits for supper,
mix and cut out enough more for breakfast. They will be
much nicer freshly baked than warmei over.
Of course you can't do this very successfully with sour
milk and soda or with any of the old fashioned, single acting
baking powders, but this convenient way of making hot biscuits
and muffins for breakfast i3 entirely satisfactory if you use
fAIUMG rOVVDER
which is really a blend of two baking powders, one of which
brains to give off leavenipg gas ts Boon as moisture is added.The other is inactive until heat is applied. The dough will
remain in a partly leavened condition for hours end when
put in the oven will come up just fts light and fluffy
as if f;e-id- mixed.
Ot a can of K C today and try this easy way of bakingliihcuiu at once. You'll never ea back to the old way. 61 1 1
k:le.
i. i, i Ear
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MOON'S .'INFLUENCE ON TIDESUse of Ostrich Feathers
the packages in alphabetical or.i,v,
handing the certificates to the in ir
tellers.
When the counting has been con-
cluded showing that Wilson and Mar
ItLj.i LI uilibiLJifc
Derelict With Great Voice Sings
Himself Out of Prison to
Sick Wife.
VILSON WILL BE
ELECTED Oil
WEDNESDAY
The faee had pas.-ie- d out of thai
beauty it possescd when he Bang. It
was marked by inebriety. Yet withal,
the external viciousness was pierced
by inherited touches of refinement
from beneath.
"Where did you get that voice that
tenor?" one asked abruptly.
"Oh, I thought you bad another war
rant for me when I get out. Is thai
all you want? Honest?"
"We have no warrant for you. We
do not know anything about you. But
we want to know about yourself;
about that voice. We've come to
help you. That tenor has no place la
a workhouse."
"3o that's why you watched me? I
didn't know. I asked the boys not to
let you find me."
"It's that voice thal' voice. Tel!
us, did you ever sing In opera?" a
critic put In.
"In opera? No. I haven't sung in
years till that day. I guess I hav
been too busy at the foam to sing. If
that why you came?"
They had found a singer who had
not found himself. They led him to
talk.
"When I was a boy I used to sing
In Sunday school. A big fellow from
the church choir once told me. that I
would be a great singer some day;
that I had a voice to be envied. But
I never tried. When I got grown 1
followed the boys. I've been here be
fore after a whiz and that day was
the first time I ever sang like a man.
The sky-guid- e somehow got on mj
nerves and made me forget I hav
been In this time fifty-fiv- e days. Jusi
got five now. Tm glad, too, for Dl
never be back. Worst time I could
have picked."
W--'- V XT ) n
wear. In these the natural ostrich
and the light tints in colors show to
best advantage.
Ostrich combined with marabout, or
marabout trimmed with ostrich supply
the most beautiful of muffs and neck
pieces for evening wear. They are
made up in all the light tints. In all
white and the natural colors.
The ostrich band trimmings used
on hat brim edges and French
plumes on the millinery worn with
these muffs and boa sets are placed
in a setting where they Bhow to best
advantage. In fact, a plain gown is
toned up by Buch accessions to the
point of distinction. It is almost over-
loaded because the attention is
on the neck and headdress.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
Survival of Old-Tim- e Superstition
Which Has Been Found Impoesl-eibl- e
to Eradicate.
The influence of the moon upon the
weather was In ancient times assumed
In much the same way as the influence
of the moon upon the tides of the sea
was assumed There was no proper
knowledge of the facts in either case,
and it was accepted In both cases
merely because the regular changes
of the earth's shadow on the moon
were UBed as the great primitive time-
keeper, and any frequent changes in
o:ser things must happen after some
one or other of those regular changes.
The barbaric guess, "Post hoc ergo
propter hoc," proved, when careful
study of the matter was made and
Newton's law of gravitation was ap-
plied to it, to be right in regard to the
tides, but wrong in regard to the
weather. The "banking up" or me sea
in a moving hood which passes, as it
were, "over the face of the waters"
twice (approximately) in the 24
hours Is now known to be due to the
"drag" or gravitational attraction ex-
erted on the heavy but mobile mass of
the ocean by the moon as it circleB
round the earth, with a returning
change in its relative position to earth
and sun, the phases of which occupy a
month.
But it has no such action on the
flimsy vapors of the air. An immense
number of exact numerical details,
weight of the moon, its
position, and movements in relation to
the earth at successive moments, con-
sequently of its action in producing
the tides of the sea. have been ascer
tained with astounding accuracy. At
the same time astronomers and me
teorologists (those who study the at-
mosphere of our earth) have come to
the conclusion that what we call "the
weather" Is not affected by the posi-
tion of the moon in regard to the
earth, either at any hour of the day or
any part of the month (phase or
"quarter" of the moon), or at any part
of the year.
BEAT STREET CAR COMPARES
Standard of Height 8et for Children
Does Not Always Work Out
With ExiiCt Justice.
"In cities where the street car com-
panies attempt to determine the age
of a child by its height some pretty
complications ensue," said the travel-
ing salesman. "Forty-on- e Inches has
been established as the average height
of a child of five years, but the injus-
tice of that rule Is frequently dem-
onstrated in cities with a large for-
eign population.
"Into the car of a western city
whose street railway has adopted the
forty-one-inc- h gauge came a child
carrying three books. His mother re-
fused to pay fare.
" 'If that kid's under Ave what's he
doing with all those books?' the con-
ductor demanded.
"The mother was serene In her
right. 'Measure him and see, shs
said.
"He marched the child up to the
door jamb. The youngster fell a
quarter of an inch below the topmost
notch.
"
'Seven, If he's a day,' the conduc-
tor growled; "but she evades payment
because of his nationality. He's Ital-
ian, and Italians run small. On th
measurement basis half the Italian
children could ride free till they are
twelve years old.'
"In that same town they have a
large Bulgarian and Greek population
They are mostly undersized. A Swede,
on the other hand, would overtop the.
mark so much that even a birth cer-
tificate would not entitle him to
free ride."
Potpourri of Penples.
In this most cosmopolitan of citids
(Buenos Aires) the foreigners fore-
gather in little worlds of their own.
Most are represented by newspapers
published in their own languages,
most have clubhouses more or less
pretentious.
On the same evening one season re-
cently 'The Merry Wridow" was pro-
duced in Spanish, French and Italian
In as many different theaters. And
there are all sorts of places of amuse-
ment where foreigners can enjoy them-
selves each after his own fashion
from an Immense artificial skating
rink (a very fashionable resort by tha
way) to a tropical coffee house, from
a golf or race course to a poolroom or
bowling alley, from the most attrac-
tive and elegantly equipped of modern
cafes to a little French domino parlor
or Gorman beer saloon, from a magni-
ficent opera house to a cheap vaude-
ville or moving picture theater.
From "Through South America," by
Harry W. Van Dyke.
Loved for His Infirmity.
A case where bodily and not moral
weakness brought happiness was that
of Sergt. Thomas Plunkott of the
Twenty-firs- t Massachusetts regiment
during the Civil war. In a charge at
Frpderlekuburg the color bearer was
amorg the first to fall. Seizing the
flag Sergeant Plunkett bore it almost
over the ramparts, where he foil with
both arms shot away.
When the news was carried to his
sweetheart, so the story goes, she pro-
tested that she could never marry
him. "Then I'll bo proud to," de-
clared her sister. Tlity were married
as soon as he recovered, I!q was
voted a medal fey ccaereas and made
a messenger ' in IH Massachusetts
state bouse, where he served for many
years.
shall have received 435 votes, Eooee- -
velt and Johnson 88 votes and William
H. Taft 8 votes, the presiding officer
will inquire whether any one desire
to file a protest against tie result as
announced and in the absence of such
protest he will declare the successful
candidate duly elected.
As soon as this simple function has
leen performed the senate will return
to its chamber, and both bodies w!il
resume the ordinary work of legis-
lation.
Adopted after a long and bitter dis-
pute in the famous constitu-.- i nal
convention of 1787 in Philadelphia,
the electoral college system has V
come a sort of fifth wheel, a use'
appendix, in fact, owing to a ral'vl
change in the theory of govern i.'it
in the United States. At the os
time it is likely to be permitted 'o
survive for many years to come un-
less it should again become tt.e eel
ter of momentous disagreements smb.
as the Til s controversy of
1876.
The electoral college this year is
going to be 48 members bigger than
the college which elected Mr. Taft
president in 1908. The increase is the
result of the reapportionment made
by congressional action in 1911 which
brings a total of 48 more electoral
votes to the college than . formerly
composed this body.
NO INDIGESTION, GAS
OR A SOUR STOMACH
Pape's Diapepsin" makes your Stom-
ach feel fine in five
minutes.
Wonder what upset your stomach
vvhich portion of the food did the dam
age do you? Well, don't bother. If
your stomach is in a revolt; if sour,
gassy and upset, and what you just
ate has fermented into stubborn
lumps; your head dizzy and aches;
belch gases and erucate undigested
food; breath foul, tongue coated-
just take a little Diapepsin and in five
minutes you truly will wonder what
became of the Indigestion and dis-
tress.
Millions of men and women today
know that it is needless to have a bad
stomach. A little Diapepsin occasion-
ally keeps this delicate organ regulat-
ed and they eat their favorite foods
without fear.
If your stomach doesn't take care
of your liberal limit without rebellion;
if your food is a damage Instead of a
help, remember the quickest, surest,
most harmless relief is Pape's Diapep-
sin which costs only fifty cents for a
large case at drug stores. It's truly
wonderful it digests food and sets
things straight, so gently and easily
that it is really astonishing. Please,
for your sake, don't go on and on with
weak, disordered stomach; it's so un-
necessary. Adv.
BASEBALL MEN ASSEMBLE.
New York, Feb. 10. Several days
of important doings in baseball cir-
cles opened here this afternoon, when
the magnates of the International
league assembled for their annual
spring meeting, which will be follow-
ed tomorrow by the schedule meet-
ing of (the two major leagues.
Comparatively little business con-
fronted the rulers of the Interna-
tional league outside of the election
of officers and the adoption of a
schedule. (Apparently there was no
opposition to the of Pres-
ident Edward Barrow and no changss
In the circuit were contemplated.
Nearly all of the club owners ani
managers of the National and Amer-
ican leagues are in town for their
meetings tomorrow. The general ex-
pectation is that no friction will de-
velop Jn fcUhor meeting and that
everything; will be harmonious. Most
interest centers In the possibility of
some important trades resulting
from the gathering of the managers.
The schedules of moth leagues
were completed by the joint commit-
tee more than aj month ago and only
await ratification at the hands of
the managers. Before the end' of
the week the fans probably will
be able to figure out how their fav-
orite teams have been treated in the
distribution of the season's most de-
sirable holiday, Saturday and Sunday
games.
F. E. Walling, a farmer diving neat
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends Fo.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound and
says: "I have been advised by my
family doctor to use Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound for my children
when there was a cough medicine
needed. It always gives the best of
satisfaction and I recommend It to
others." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
By SON DAY NELLIM.
The way of the transgressor
The cleric veered, with kindness
aforethought, and supplied a crumb of
comfort Instead of censure.
"The way of the transgressor may
anon be bordered with roses of sweet
peace and solitude. The moments of
bygone days may drift back to you and
tide your souls heavenward. In your
hearts you are not bad. You have
perhaps sinned and your sins have
Identified you. But that does not hold
you from about-facin- g to home and
loved ones, who still trust you. There
is good ahead. When you have paid
the county Its penalty be sure you
show that sin's identity was not com-
plete."
It was song service day at the work-hons- e.
"Now," said the minister, "let's sing
that good old song, 'Bless'd Be the Tie
That Binds.' Everybody sing. Many
of you have good voices."
The little chapel organ began and
the leaders pitched the tune. Before
the second verse was reached the
chapel was filled with music. Then
The visitors bent forward and scan-
ned the faces of the prisoners. A
voice somewhere among them .rang
out In rich tenor, clear and clean as
a clarion call. It carried its notes as
might a super-choriste- The old song
echoed and through the cell
halls, and the tenor led all the rest
There was a voice that might have
drawn encore and encore from the
most fastidious and critical audience.
Tet it was among the prisoners. But
where?
The third verse was beginning when
the rapturous tenor was located. His
head was thrown., hack and his eyes,
beaming with some secret vision.
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Looked Up Through the Bars to the
Sky.
looked beyond the rafters.. He was
singing the song of a feathered throat
warbling and swelling, gliding and
dwelling. He was not aware that hs
was being watched, that his song was
heard. Then he dropped his eyes, as
If drawn by the magnetic gaze of the
curious, and saw
A note wafted over the room hall
sung.
Next day music lovers went through
the workhouse looking for the wan
"who sang tenor at the song service."
He was not found. The result wai
the same as when, immediately fol-
lowing the song, they bad rushed to
the superintendent to know the sing
er's name. He himself had not locat-
ed the voice and did not know. They
went among the prisoners and asked
No one seemed to know.
A singer like that unknown? A
voice that a critic had admiringly as
serted would rival a Caruso, was ir.
the workhouse, latent, unrequited and
timid beyond measure.
Could it be that a famous songstei
had fallen?
The critic who had "discovered s
voice" would not be' satisfied. II t
Imagined a beautiful mystery in tht
singer's reticence. That he was i
prisoner was certain. He had beer
seen. And he bore the prlsoner'1
label, although groomed for Ms day
rest. Every man, at his work and iv
the cells, had been questioned. Tlx
slnsrer had, somewhere anion ? them
answered, "I do not know him "
Then happy thought he could ik
bo Identified because ho was Krinv.i
and soiled. He might be locuted :m
other Sunday, when he essayed cle:i'.i
liness. A singer like that must bt
cleanly.
So they looked again at prison:
after prisoner and into cell after col!
In the last cell but one a nun was
rending, They were walking noino
lessly and he did not shi ttnm. I:
was a song book he held. Then
up, quietly slipping tho boo',,
back-up- , on the bunk. He arose am
turned to the narrow window's bars
Some one called to him. Apparent !
he did not hear. They called B.ealn
Mow they wished Ihcy had been abit
to use his name, r.ut liow could tht
Snow it?
"Step this way you at ibe wimln- -
we want to speak to you."
He started, as if undecided. Tho
knew he heard. Then very, very slov
ly and timidly he came to thorn.
It was the tenor.
"What more do you wp.r.t?"
It was not like tha voice they fcai
anticipated. It was gruff and affected
There was an insertion of aistrept
VOTES CAST BY THE ELEC-
TORAL COLLEGE WILL BE
COUNTED IN CONGRESS.
Washington. D. C, Feb. 10. Wood-ro-
Wilson of New Jersey andThomas
R. Marshall of Indiana will be duly
and officially declared elected Presi-
dent and Vice President, respectively,
of the United States next Wednesday
in the hall of the House of Represen-
tatives. The senate and the house
will convene at one o'clock that af-
ternoon in joint session and tellers
. representing each body will count the
electoral votes of the states, which
will be delivered to them by the presi-
dent pro tern of the senate.
The event will be marked through-
out by dignified simplicity, and it will
be, as usual, one of the most cere-
monial in the political life of this
country. The galleries of the house
will ibe occupied by members of thp.
diplomatic corps, prominent govern-
ment officials and their . wives and
members of the families of the sena-
tors nnd representatives.
The senate and house will assem-
ble at noon as usual. After being
oalled to order by their respective
officers and listening to the usual
prayers by their chaplains the senate
will proceed to the hall of the house.
Shortly before one o'clock the presi-
dent pro tempore of the senate will
leave his chair and will proceed to
the last door, preparatory to leading
the procession of senators to the south
wing of the capital. He will be ac-
companied by the secretary of the
senate and a squad of capital police
will be in waiting as an escort.
The procession will be formed with
the president pro tempore of the sen-
ate at tb head and closely followed
by the assistant doorkeeper of the
senate, carrying two boxes containing
the electoral votes, previously receiv
ed by the presiding officer from the
special messengers of the different
states. The members of the senate
will bring tip the rear. The proces
sion will move slowly through the
capital building past the old senate
chamber, now occupied by the su
preme court of the United States' ;
across the rotunda, with its tower! ig
expanse of dome, and through Statu-
ary Hall, where marble effigies of
men the several states have honored
stand as sentinels for all time.
Speaker Clark will be informed of
the coming of the senators, and rep-
resentatives occupying seats on rris
right hand will vatate them in order
to make room for the four score or
more senators. The president pro
tempore of the senate, upon his arri-
val in the house of representatives,
will take a seat at the right of tie
speaker and will be presented w i.h
the gavel. He will then unlock the
wooden boxes, and, announcing j
purpose of the gathering, will op :rt
ilesrs Skin of
Perst Emptier
Remarkable Action of a Rem-
edy That Drives Every
Speck of Poison From
Body.
i
There Is a strange, mysterious power
la a remarkable blood medicine thnt Amis
Its way tlirouRh the circulation by what
Is known ns IXvIno nrlertlun. The rem-
edy Is Swift's Sure Specific, or S. S. S.
Science cannot explain just why cer-
tain elements in the blood feed the bones,
others nourish the hair roots, and no on.
And It is this same mysterious action ol
S. S. S. that attacks all diseased spots;
driven away all perms, heals all sores
(ind supplants the activity of disease
Kerms with the powerful honllnK action
of leucocytes. Tiemarkablfl testimonials
have been written that prove beyond
cjuestlim there Is no, blood disease but
what can be cured by R, S. S, And In
all those cases that were treated with
mercury, Iodides, arsenic, copper nnd
other minerals with no permanent effect,
the most astonishing recoveries have
been made by S. S. 8.
There Is not a blood taint of any na-
ture that con remain In a system forti-
fied by this most wonderful remedy, for
it. Is absolutely pure and contains only
these elements that the blood naturally
a..:;imi!ates, and which the tissues grate-
fully accept. It agrees with the most
delicate stomach, even In those eases
where fie use of strong drugs has so
weakened the digestive system thnt med-
icine cannot be plven. Get a ?l.oo bottle
of fr. S. S. at any drug store and thus be
assured of a complete cure of any erup-
tive blood disease. If your ease Is pe-
culiar and you desire special advice write
to The Swift Specific Co.. Medical Dept.,
127 Swift Bidg., Atlanta, Ga,
The directoire ruff made of 06trich
feathers has been decidedly success-
ful although it is not always becom-
ing. It is smart and when worn to
match the hat trimming or the gown
is one of the most effective finishing
touches.
These ruffs came in early in Paris
and have been made in all colors to
be worn with visiting or promenade
gowns. They are good in the natural
ostrich colors and in some of the rich,
soft blues are particularly brilliant
and handsome. The ruffs are made
of long or short flues and finished
with long loops and ends of velvet or
Bilk ribbon.
Perhaps it was their success which
has brought In such an array of os-
trich boas and muffs for midwinter
fASHIONS SPRING WILL BRING I
From Present Outlook There Are to j
Be Many Changes From the
Prevailing Styles.
The spring maid of 1913 is to be
straight front, straight back, hipless
and curveless. If fashionably attired,
she will look like a straight line,
with an oblique line at the tops, said
oblique line being her hat, according
to the latest bulletins sent out by the
suit and cloak makers' conventions
in Chicago.
Skirts are to be perfectly straight,
looking like an envelope. Jackets are
to be the same. Narrow skirts will
prevail, hence they will be slashed
so that the wearer may move with
some degree of safety. The slash
may be in the back, front or side.
The slash will extend to a point Just
below the knee and will be skilfully
concealed by pleats.
For plump, rotund women, who can
not wear the positively straight lines,
the fashion-maker- s have taken a les-
son from th unspeakable Turk. For
plump women there will be skirts of
the voluminous, sheet-lik- e robe of the
desert roamer, drawn tightly about
the ankles and full at the top. Orien-
tal colors also will be drawn npon
heavily In the new styles.
Returning to the slender woman,
jackets will be cut on the same
straight lines as the skirts. The cub-awa-
pattern will prevail, and this
calls for some decoration to fill in
the front. For this purpose there will
be a waistcoat, exactly like a man's
vest, to finish the open coat The
spring coats will be striking of stripes
and checks, the one finding the most
favor among designers being the "rah-rah- "
40 inches long, made of cream
goods with a tan stripe.
METALLIC LACES IN FAVOR
Beautiful Combinations That Outdo
the Real Thing Have Been Turn-
ed Out by the Designers.
While fabric laces are important
and never out of fashion, as acces-
sories to dress, this season they will
be outshone by the metallic laces,
which are one of its distinctive feat-
ures. In pattern these follow many
of the designs of the fabric laces, be-
sides having some that are peculiar in
themselves. Gold lace is so rich In
combination with the colors now in
fashion that it probably will hold
first place despite the rumors that
sliver was to be the first of fashion's
favorites in the line. A lovely eve-
ning gown has a deep painted gold
lace flounce on an apricot satin skirtjust below an overdress of embroid-
ered chiffon, and the same lace Is used
to form the upper port of the bodice,
extending over the upper of 'the arm
to form short sleeves. Very often a
slight touch of gold lace will bring
out most effectively the color of a
gown. One made of one of the new
shades of red has only a tiny vest of
gold lace, but it gives charactor to
the entire gown.
Suede Collar Set.
in every color, but particularly in
gray and in vivid scarlet, collar, cuff
and belt sets are being produced. The
.material used is Buede and the collar
and cuffs are of the d Round-
head pattern.
The collar turns down and the cuffs
turn up, while the belt is straight and
excessively neat To be worn with
the country tweed or serge suit the
new sets are admirably adapted.
New Waists.
Many of the new waists combine
broad revers with the new Robes-
pierre collar, and they are very be-
coming to nearly every kind of figure.
The singer paused and swallowed
hard.
"Wife's sick God's best little wom-
an; little girl my one best bet she's
got diphtheria. I got to thinking when
the fellow said I was not bad, and
when he started the old song I had
to sing till you saw me. I've got a
good voice? Do you know if it mighi
help ?"
TTe stopped and turned back to tha
little window. He looked up through
the bars to the sky and his face re-
gained some of that soul-ligh- t it had
when he sang. Then he faced about.
"If my baby can live "
They stopped him before he could
make his pledge.
"You will be out tonight, said one
who seemed to know. "The mayot
will pardon you this afternoon. Sing
the sick ones back to health, then
come to me some day. I will tell you
something worth while.
The big tenor's face stared wonder-lngl- y
into the future.
They shook hands with him and
passed down the corridors. No on
spoke. But as they neared the end, ol
the cell rows they heard a song follow-
ing, passing, leading them. It seemed
on its way to the former derelict
home.
And as they passed out the groaning
gates the silvery tenor notes bojs
to them the beatitude,
"Bless'd be the tie that binds."
(Copyright, 1312. by W. G. Chapman.)
SCHOOL FOR THE SOLDIERS
German Empire Establishes Courses
That Young Men May Become
Skilled In Some Occupation.
In keeping with the German govern-
ment's idea of making the empire one
vast training school for the develop-
ment of the best there is In the youth
of the country for national commer-
cial succews regular business school
courses are now being organized in
the German army, so that the recruit
during his terra of military servlca
will be fitting himself for the business
life he will have to enter on quitting
the colors, says the Army and Navy
Journal.
The hundreds of thousands of chil-
dren are not permitted to pass throura
the public schools and to drift through
life as unskilled laborers. Each one,
as far as the government can order It
so, is turned out skilled in some occu-
pation.
One of the most powerfully educa-
tive forces in the empire la Utt
originally ir :cud d
to maintain some kind of discipline
over youths from fourteen to eighteen
years of age prior to their enlistment
In the army. Of late years these con-
tinuation schools have been changed,into vocational schools.
Twice every year great, flaming
posters call the youth of the land to
obligatory attendance at the trade and
commercial schools. These posters
enumerate more than 100 trades r vo-
cations and e(h jnuth It sui , tto appear at tho school devoted to M
particular calling. Connected v'.'h
theso schools have naturally i
up actual work-ihopi- , whore tho p,
handle real machinery-cu- i ni.il, t
articles.
No one who observes tha ftW.t
military pmi.uon with vhl. h n,l
vast system is carried r.l vi; to t! - n !
vancement of the coivn.t rci il (. ,t e !
of the nation can full to
',,, it
with the lmpre !on in 'o
,ii v ipopular mind by s,,rWe. i,i u ,j sir:,. v.
snd the student of Koeieloi-- w"! rot,
fall to mako a note or ('; f . t ',.
this great ns ttiod f t,.
youth of a co.,nrv h.o. 1.,, 1 j - r " j
in the land vl t h ho ,,.v v
thinkers hae nald v r. cti"! X -in'.l'.larbitn it v ; ; ,
lifa cut of t,9 i 4i 'j' i ( ,.,., , f v ,
country an-- , - '.rv v t
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Severe styles aro now the designs
of the fashionable Parisian dress de-
signers. The photograph shows the
latest creation known as the Monk's
gown, turned out by Felix of Paris.
It Is of white broadcloth with tiny
white crochet buttons down the front
of corsage cape and skirt. The cor-
sage and sliirt are. made in one and
is attached by a belt of the same ma-
terial. Its very plainness makes the
gown doubly attractive.
Fashionable Colors.
This Is the time of year when col-
ors change just as do hats and gowns.
Court blue is one of the latest. It Is
a cross betwoen electric and gen-
darme.
Taupe has shed Its brown tinge and
has acquired a tint like elephant
gray.
One of the prettiest blues is blue
vlg, a deep and yet bright shade.
Shrimp Is the favored pink.
A glorious red which looks extreme-
ly well with white, Is called rouge
Venetian.
Chalk white is en vogue.
Amaranth Is a claret shade.
Verdigris Is one of the smartest
greens.
Mimosa Is a yellow that verges on
orange.
To Mend Gloves.
When a hole first appears in a glove
turn the g'ove inside out, and, draw-
ing the edges of the hole together,
stick a piece of leather court plaster
over it The court plaster not only
holds the parts together, but being
leather makes It very strong.Drug Co. Adv.
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CHASM HARD TO ANALYZE
aslDNEB 10GlC gaily (Dtic
ESTABLISHED 1879 4 t4
The Most
FIERCE BLIZZARD
EXTERMINATES
PARTY! I0LE
(Continued From Page One.)
Delicious Coffee
MIL IH ii v3 J
Coffee-makinerbecomesle-
ss
f a fine art and more of
with an Electric Coffee
n,y iS Perco,ation by e,ecricity the right
way and tlie da'ny way to brew fragrant
tuuee, uui ii is trie
:CP v, as wen. n me aroma ana strength
t e u iui mc wucc ucan
you can make coffee right at your table
quickly and easily.
AnfEIecfric Percolator
is a durable device whose attractiveness
makes an ideal gift of lasting worth.
f V
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PHOTOGRAPHIC Pfii
OST CMBSjfe: l
'SheJktestKoveltf. frT
my k fiadin maiiy'sfjfo, and Fk
on any desired subject. ?fCome andsee them - fvJOat the StuMj
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It Presence Easily Felt, but Descrip-
tion Will Be Found a Thing
of Soma Difficulty.
Over half of our American girls
work. They stand behind counters,
bend over machines, sit at desks, and
inarch, militant figures, in the proces-lio- n
of industries that seem to block
the road to girlish grace and
and freedom from care.
One woman who has worked among
tnd written books about and found
Inspiration in the working girl says
that charm sometimes drifts down,
unawares, a thing ephemeral, a gift
f the gods to the girl who has had to
work so bard that she has had no
time to think about her lack of
beauty.
"I wish I knew wherein charm lies;
bnt I don't know, although I've stud-le- d
it and tried to analyze it as much
is most folks have, I suspect. In
tooks, in pictures, in people, in places,
I've met many, many kinds of charm;
but I've never been able to say Just
tfhat It was that charmed me. Cer-'alnl- y
it was never mere beauty, nor
mere intelligence, nor mere cheerful-sess- ,
nor mere kindliness. I've seen
beauty that bored, and listened to
tleverness that repelled, and met with
theerfulness that was inane and with
kindliness that was exasperating.
Charm Is a gift of the gods, and it
annot be wooed like fame, nor won
tike money, nor bought like titles, nor
leveloped like patience, nor seized
like a prize o' war. If it comes, it
tomes; and if it's thought on too
much, It flies away. And there's an
end on It." Mother's Magazine.
LESSON FROM THE PROFESSOR
Did Gentleman Was Perfectly Con-
vinced That the Youngster Was
Competent to Give It
The old gentleman wondered where
the young couple had got to, for it
was getting late. He rather suspect-
ed they bad wandered out into the
garden, so he wended his steps in
that direction. He soon came across
the young people, and found them in
i most interesting attitude. The
young man had the fair girl clasped
In both his arms, and was kissing her
as if he hadn't tasted such a dainty
tor at least five minutes.
The old gentleman watched the
sculatory performance to the finish
which he found to be somewhat weary
work and then made his presence
known.
"Isn't it very late for you young
people to be out?" he said.
"It is is rather, pa," faltered the
fair girl; "but but Mr. Popple has
been giv giving me a lesson in as
astronomy." ,
"My stars!" ejaculated the old gen-
tleman. "He has, and no mistake! I
myself saw him teaching you how the
Great Bear hugs." ''','
.
"
Then the young couple looked so
foolish that the old gentleman shut
his eyes out of sheer compassion.
Poet's Memory Lives.
The saying "Christmas! comes but
once a year" is attributed to Thomas
Tusser, a medieval poet (1524-1580-
who seems to have been strong on
epigrams. The same idei. may have
occurred to others, but Vusser gave
it expression. He was classed as an
agricultural poet, partly because he
had not much education and partly
because he treated Bimp e themes,
which he understood in i plain and
simple way. Tussor had an ear for
music, and served to order as chor-
ister in some churches 6f his day.
His first publication was entitled "A
Hundred Good Points of Husban-
dries and later he published "A Hun-
dred Good Points of Husbandrie Late-
ly Married Unto a Hundred Good
Points of Housewifery," and still later
thU was amplified into "Five Hun-
dred Good Points of Husbandry Unit-
ed to as Many of Good Housewifery,"
Reprints of these boks are still ex-
tant with an autobiography of the au-
thor in verse. Southey, himself a
critical poet, characterized Tusser as
"a good, honest, homely, useful old
rhymster." Some of Tusser's phrases
have passed Into proverbs.
Looking to the Future.
The beautiful lady consulted her
attorney, and was received with bows
and smiles.
"I am glad to tell you," said the
legal gentleman, "that your breach
of promise suit has already produced
results. The defendant has offered to
compromise by marrying you." .;
'
'That suits me," declared the beau-
tifulj lady. "I'd rather do that than
stand a chance of kmlng a suit. Well,
you have done beautifully. What do
I owe you for your services?"
'"Shall we say $500?"
"We shall not. That is altogether
too much."
"Well, I'll tell you what I'll do.
I'll cut that bill In two if you will
promise to retain me when you iue
for divorce." Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Learning How to Write.
The following la taken from a page
of practical household suggestions
published in the Woman's Home Com-
panion:
"My little boy tired very quickly
when I tried to teach him to write, so
I gave him a cap, a bag and whistle
and told him to play letter carrier.
Since then he sits down immediately
after brakfast each day and writes a
short letter to one of the neighbors,
then plays postman and delivers it.
The neighbors enjoy the little game,
and It is wuudufu, licw quickly he is
learning U v. ti..J ,.ith ease."
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TIIU TARIFF OS ART
There is prooably not a single
wulpture, likewise, two or three re--
who approves o the present duties
on foreign works of art As counsel
for the Association, o American
Painters and feculptors, Mr. John
Quinn, went to Washington yester
day and endeavored to make this
clear to the house committee on ways
ana means. "The only supporters of
a tariff on art," lie said; "at the time
the law of 1909 was framed were the
tradesmen and a limited number of
American artists of mediocre ability.
Tie great artists are not afraid of
foreign competition, they court It."
The fact is, of course, that in all
art increase of appetite grows by
what It feeds on, and that nothing
was ever more wrong-heade- than
the notion of protecting our artists
toy keeping the stranger out. Those
who are affected by foreign compe-
tition, If there be any, are the men
who deal in more or less mechanical
reproductions, including, it is true,
not only some lithographers and en-
gravers, but likewise forgers and the
most prostitute of g picture
makers. But Mr. Quinn offered a
project by which those who deserve
to be protected may be. He sug-
gested, for Instance, with regard to
tchings, that only the earlier im-
pressionssay the first twenty
should be admitted free of duty, and
that the same rule should be applied
to lithographs. Ia the taatter of
sculpture, likewise two or three re-
plicas might be allowed but no more.
This solution seems practicable,
and certainly no painter cr sculptor
can have any fault to ilnd with it.
!f Mere arc any objections to it on
the ground of expediency there w
(certainly mono from the point of
view of the creative artist. Thosfe
who are supposed to be protected by
the-- tariff' on modern aft ore in no
need of such .protection l0 not
de-i- re it. Ah',, a means of revenue
the duties on panting and wuilptnre j
were never considerable. and are now
iso insignificant that they will be
abolished, to the manifest benefit of
artists themselves and of the com-
munity at large.
'"O
TELEGRAPH RATES CASE.
0 Ottawa. Out., Feb. 10. The final
Jawing Su the telegraph rates case
was begun before the railway
n
here today. The case is
as one of th niost import-ai- t
that has ever coma before the
(wljudicauon. It or-- do r u.i' ".on for
r.,o:e than, two years ago to
rf.i',uri9 Mel by the Winnipeg
s.f-.r- i
.f trade ellegSng that the tel- -
in the west, ,,,, t,h chars"--
(i . 'T the scope of
, t v. u t ' 1 10 v- - P
TALKON SAFETY:
SANTA FE OFFICIAL WILL
EMPLOYES AND THE
PUBLIC THIS EVENING.
"The Safety Habit-
-
a feature of
team work' on the Santa Fe system,
will be explained to Santa Fe em
plo.ves and, their families and friends
at the Y. M. C. A. tonight, beginning
at 8:20 o'clock Mr. Isaiah Hale,
commissioner of safety ox the Santa
Fe, will tell In words just what tiio
safety habit stands for and his ex
planation will be depicted with realis
tic motion pictures and steropticon
slides. Mr. Hale's part of the show
tonight will last an hour and fifteen
minutes, following which local artists
will render a pleasing rrogram. Twj
reels of motion pictures 'will be shown.
The pictures will depict how accidents
happen and Mr. Hale will tell the
audience what the accidents niaan
to wives, mothers and near relatives
of the unfortunate victims. Mr. Halo
and his assistants are traveling over
the Santa Fe system In ,a special car
and plan to spend three months on
the road, taking in every town and
city in which there are a sufficient
number of Santa Fe employes to jus
tify a show.
Speaking today of the safety habit
movement, Mr. Hale declared that in
his opinion the safety campalsi is
greater and of more importance than
the Red Cross movement.
"The Red Cross lessens suffering
already sustained," said Mr.. Haie.
"The safety movement prevents suf-
fering and stands1 for perpetuation of
the home and the home ties. The
need of a campaign for safety is ob-
vious ven' to the most casual oh
server. During the last year then-wer-
158,000 accidents on Americjn
railroads. Eleven" thousand people
were killed, over 50 per cent being
itiiiprf ' beeause ' of trespassing. Re
markable," but nevertheless true, only
1 0 per cent of those killed were
tramps. Twenty per cent were chil-
dren and 70 per cent were respecta
ble residents rf the communities In
which they lived and many of thorn
railroad people. Statistics show that
three children are'kllled on railroads
every day in the year. This is some
thing for' mothers 'to think abour.
ask the women' in every lecture
make, to see that their children are
not permitted" to trespass on railway
property, regardless of what ever
else they are permitted to do or not
to do.
We have always contended in our
work along saftey lines that the suc
cess of the safety habit lies with ttrn
women. "Women proved of the great
est help in spreading Chrisianity, the
safety habit of the soul. Now we
are asking the women to spread the
doctrine of safety the salvation for
the body.
Twenty-eigh- t years ago, when I
began railroading, the average rail
road man didn't have a home town.
The man who, could drink the most:
whiskey was considered the best rail-
roader. Things are changed today,
however, and the railroad man Is a
credit to any community. The wom-
en are responsible for the change, be-
cause they insisted that their hus-
bands and sons stop drinking liquor.
Xo wwe want the women to assist us
by impressing on the men folk the
importance of, the safety habit. Safe-
ty Is a habit. If the wife or mother
of every railroad employe will cau-
tion her husband or son, as the case
may be, every .time he goes to work,
and ask him to be careful and avoid
accidents, the safety habit will be
come a permanent fixture and there
will be but a few accidents."
Although the safety rally tonight is
primarily for Santa Fe employes and
their families, the general public wil
be admitted under the usual condi- -
dlons, ;
THOMAS A. EDISON IS 66.
West Orange, N. J., Feb. 10
Thomas , A. Edition, the famoiw In-
ventor, will be GG years old tomor-
row, having been born February It,
No special plans have been
niado for .the eeVbratlon of the
and the inventor will prob-
ably observe the day by working as
hard as usual in his laboratory on
Valley road.
NOVEL COURSES AT UNIVERSITY
Providence, R. I., Feb. 10. Several
novel extension courses are included
in the list tor the second semester
which began at Brown university to-
day. Among the subjects for which
special courses of lectures have been
prepared are automobile construction
arid desairn, practical nursing, end
trvittn.t in sfochj au4 bona.
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, Feb. 10. Some selling by
te tradins- - eement was Induced in
Wall street today by the outbreak
of the Mexican revolution, on which
more stress was laid as an unfavor-bl- e
factor than on developments fav-
oring the other side of the market,
such as the government's approval ot
the Harriman dissolution and reports
that steps were being taken to re-
open the Balkan peace negotiations.
Foreign markets were depressed
and the lower opening here was cred-
ited hy a reawakening of bearish ac-
tivity in the shares most affected by
the Mexican revolt. Stocks of rail-
road and industrial properties operat-
ing in Mexico gave way abruptly in
spots. Strained Telatlona hetween the
eastern railroads and the firemen and
the depletion ,of the bank reserves
also furnished ammunition for the
bears. Bonds were easier.
Call money climbed to four per cent,
the highest in weeks. The advance
was foreshadowed by Saturday's un-
favorable bank statement and the
probability of further gol exports.
Stocks were little affected and con-
tinued inactive and depressed. Union
Bag preferred . made an exceptional
advance of six points.
; Still lower prices wore made by tha
leading issues in the early afternoon.
Falling off of 105,000 tons in unfilled
orders put steel down to 64;"
.Amalgamated Copper , .... 721
Sugar i? ,..116 .
Atchison v, ,03
Reading 103
Southern Pacific 103
Union Pacific 100
United States Steel 6414
Unite States Stool, pfd 108
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Chicago, Feb. 10. Reports today
from India that rains were general
made the wheat market decline.
There was also a liberal increase in
stocks on ocean passage. Fine weath-
er, too, counted against the hulls.
Opening prices were l0 to
lower. May started at 93 to 94,
the same change as the market taken
'altogether, and sagged to 9393.
The was steady with May
not lower at &.'!3.
j Mild weakened corn.
an exact science
Percolator. Not
economical way
is oiiserveu ana
I f
Oats, May 35; July 35; SepL35.
Porkv May $19.90; July $19.90.
Lard, May $10.65; July $10.67;
Sept $1075.
Ribs, May $10.62; July $10.62;
Sept 70.67.
W. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stan-
ley, Ind., says he would not take
$100.00 for the relief a single box of
Foley Kidney Pills gave him. "I had
a severe attack of kidney trouble with
sharp pains through my back and
could hardly straighten up. A single
box of Foley Kidney Pilla entirely re-
lieved, me." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Brag Co. Adv.
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land, on November 29, 1910. Winter
quarters were established at Camp
Evans. Provisions for a three years'
stay in the ice regions were taken.
) Mrs. Scott, now tragically the widow
Madison, Wis., Feb. 10. "Horrible,"
I can hardy believe it, said Captain
Roald Amundsen, when he received
the Associated Press news of the dis
aster to Captain Scott and his party.
Captain Amundsen reached here
this afternoon from La Crosse. The
captain said he was too dazed to
speak, but finally said:
"It is hard to believe this." There
must be some orrible mistake. It
seems increible that such a large par
ly should parish in this way," was
Amundsen's comment when he was
told of Scott's discovery of the Nor
wegian flag, left by Amunsen. He gave
full credit to the report that Scott had
found the Pole. He said he was not
personally acquainted with Scott, had
never seen him, but referred to him
as a fine, brave man.
The date of Captain Scott's attain-
ment of the South Pole, January 18,
1913, shows that he readied the goal
of his expedition almost exactly one
month after Captain Roald Amundsen,
the Norwegian explorer. Captain
Amundsen's report to King Haakon
of Norway read: '"Pole attained four
teenth, seventeenth Dec. 1911. All
well."
The report of Captain Scott was
destined not to be received by the
waiting word until after his death. No
details had come to hand this morn-
ing as to how the records of Captain
Seott were found, but that he arrived
at the Pole on the date mentioned
was definitely known.
The principal members of the ex
pedition, besides Captain Scott, were:
Lieutenant G. R. Evans, R. N., second
in command; Dr. E. A. Wilson, chief
of the scientific staff, zoologist and
artist; Lieutenant V. L. A. Campbell,
U X., leader of the eastern party;
Lieutenant H. L. L. Pennell, R. N.,
magnetic an meterological works;
Lieutenant H. E. De Prennick, ,R N.,
of the western party; Lieutenant H.
R. 'Bowers, Royal Navy marine engi-
neer; Lieutenant E. W. Riley, R. N.,
surgeon; G.. M. Levick, R. N., physi-
cian an zoologist; E. L. Atkinson, R.
X., surgeon, bacteriologist and para-
sitologist; F. R. H. Drake, R. X., sec-
retary; C. H. Meres, in charge of
ponies and dogs for the western
party; Captain L. E. G. Oates, Innes-killin- g
ragoons, in charge of ponies
and dogs; Dr. G. C. Simpson; H. H.
Ysicist of the western party; T. Grif-
fith Taylor, geologist; E. W. Nelson,
biologist of the western party; D. G.
Lillie, biologist; A. Cherry Garrard,
zoologist of the western party; H.
G. Pontin, photographer of the wes
tern party; B. C. Day, motor enginer
of the western party; W. O. Thomp-
son, geologist of the western party;
C. S. Wright, chemist of the western
party; Boatswain T. Feather, in
charge of sleighing outfit; Boatswain
A: Chebam, of the Terra Novoa; W, L.
Williams, engineer of the Terra Nova ;
W. L. Eskley, assistant engineer of
the western party; Chief Steward W.
Archer of the Terra Nova.
Wife Ignorant of His Fate.
Mrs. cott, now tragically the widow
of the British Antarctic explorer,
though she Is yet probably unaware
of his fate, sailed from San Francisco
February 5 for New Zealand expect-
ing to meet h husband there. Just
before her departure he said that she
had not heard from him in 18 months,
but was confident he would reach
Now Zealand safely.
Mrs. Scott sailed on the Aoraggjl,
whose first port of call is I'apoie,
Tahatl. As there lsMio cable to that
point, and as the ship will not touch
at any cable point until she reaches
th antipodes, It. is improtmme imu
Mrs Scott will learn of her husband s
death until she readies New Zealand.
although efforts are being made to
reach the Aoranjt by wireless.
EXECUTED IN PUBLIC.
Collins, Miss., Feb. 10 The first
execution held In Mississippi In many
years took P'aca here today, when
Seymour Arnold was hanged for the
murder of William Lowry. The
hanging vas witnessed by several
thousand sicctator8.
Do you know that more real danger
lurks in a common cold than in any
other of the minor ailments? The
safe way is to take Chamberlain's
Courh Remedy, a thoroughly reliable
preparation, and rid yourself of the
cold as quickly as possible. This
remedy In for K.'tlA by all dealers.
Adv.
May opened to off at 55454
and descended to 53. v
The close was easy at 94 for May,
under Saturday night.
Oats took an easy turn with other
grains. May, which started unchang
ed to cents down at 35 to 35J4,
fell to 35. ;
Steadiness formed the rule in pro- -
isions. Initial , sales .varied from
Saturday's level to 7 below with
May at $19.65 to $19.70 for pork, $10.-5- 2
for lard and $10 50 for ribs.
Wheat,, May 94; July 9191 ;
Sept 9090.
Corn, May 633 July 5454;
Sept.,- - 5555.
SPECIAL SALE
Of $15.00 - $18 50 - $20.00 and $25.00
MEN'S SUITS
Your Choice $11.49
SEE OVIt WINDOW DISPLAY
Splendid values, offered. A big Mssortment of all wool
suits in broken1 sizes. In order to make rboni for the new
shipment of STEIN BLOCH suits we expect in a few days we
are going to close out
'
'.
SUITS WOtVTHIIUP TO $25.00
At $11.49
"The store
i . 4(ril1 a.
.
fe-
- t 'e --J fr- -i ii -
E.LasVegas.
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C. P. Strong of Mora left today for
PERSONALS GIRLS
LOSE AND
BOYS TEAM
BINS
The Peoples Barilc& Trust Co.
JV
l,J."!
Is headquarters for the Farmers
and Stockmen, You are welcome
to use our telephone and 'station'
ery . , ,
LAS VEGAS HIGH SCHOOL BAS-
KETBALL
'
SQUADS HAVE IN- -
DIFFERENT LUCK.
Saturday night at Santa Fe the
High School girls' team of that city
defeated the Vesas High School girls
by the score of 34 to 2. The Las
Vegas High School boys, however,
won from the Santa Fe boys by the
score of 43 to 37. The Las Vegans
were clearly outclassed from the start.
The first half started with the Santa
Fe, girls taking the lead ac-- holding
it throughout the entire half. The
half ended with the score standing 14
to 0 in the Capitol City High School
girl's favor. In the second half the
Las Vegas girls threw two free goals,
making the score at the end of the,sll'le in the morning. At 8 o'clock
Santa; Fe. -
Mrs. Munoyy Carlton of Waterous is
a visitor in the city today.,
Tito Melendez, county clerk of Mora
'
county, eft today for Santa Fe on
business.
A. T. Rogers Jr., and w' G. May- -
don, attorneys, left today for Raton
on business.
W. R. White, who has been a visi-
tor in the city for some time, left to-
day for Trinidad.
Richard Dunn of Gascon, who has
been in the city for the past few days,
left for Mountainalr today.
George H. Hunker, who has been at-
tending to business at Springer, re-
turned to the city yesterday after-
noon. '
C. A. Johnson, auditor for the Santa
Fe Railway comiany, with, headquart-
ers in Trtniad,. is in th city today on1
business.
Mrs. D. Salazar and Mrs. James
Ellison, both relatives of the late Mrs.
Mateo Lujan . returned to Trindad
this afternoon., ...
Isaiah Hall, head of the safety de-
partment of, the Santa Fe Railway
company, came in from Albuquerque
this afternoon in his private car No.
28. Mr. Hall will lecture tonight on
"The Safety Habit-- ' in the Y. M. C. A.
hall. (
Gneral Manager J. M. Kurn of the
western lines of the Santa Fe railway,
passed through today in his private
car No. ,20 on his way to Santa Fe.
Suprintendent F. L. Myers of the New
Mexico! fljvision' will follow him to-
night.' '.""
KENYON BILL UP.
Washington, Feb. 10. Strengthen-
ed by the passage of the Webb bill in
the house Saturday, friends of the
Kenyon bill tto prevent shipments of
liquor, into 'dry" states, were pre-
pared for ja (sharp fight when the sen-
ate today began its final considera-
tion. - ,v
The measure; :a similar to the Webb
bill1' and gives state officials control
over liquor shipments as soon as
they come .within ttie state borders.
When Senator Ashurst ased that two
petitions, ; signed by citizens of his
state, favoring the passage of the
Kenyon bill be printed in the re-
cord, Senator Galllnger objected, but
later withdrew his objection.: " v.
RECEIVERS ARE APPOINTED.
New York, Feb. 10 Receivers were
appointed In the federal district court
here today ' for the United Copper
company. ',' The (appointments were
made on 'the "petition of Maurice
"
, t-
Delcnel, receiver of the Aetna Indem-
nity company.
Tne receivers are John S. Shep-par-
Jr., of this city, and Addison E.
Cudworth of Londonderry, Vermont
C. Augustus Heinze Is president ol
the company, which, has been In-
volved in litigation since the panic
of 1907, when Its stock collapsed on
the curb. It is capitalized at
of which $50,000,000 is out-
standing., It owns property in Utah,
Montana and British Columbia.
J. J. Fergus of Albuquerque was In
- the city yesterday.
Dr. C. S. Phillips of Ribera, came
in last night on business
Harry W. Kelly returned yesterday
from a short business trip to Santa
Fe.
William E. Seary came in from
Watrous Saturday evening on busi-
ness.
J. . Galusha, Santa Fe special offl--ce- r,
catne in from the east yesterday
. afternoon.
L. M. Furussiner and J. F. Furus-sine- r
of Mexwell City, are in the
city today.
Charles Kucher, representative of
the ' Rlce-Sti- x mills, is in the city
- on business.
Mrs. Lela Doughty, a school teach--
er at Lamy, is in the city visiting
, her mpther. '
Mrs. R, A. Aalldredge and Miss Ina
Wade of Springer, were visitors in
the city yesterday.
Mrs. F. Frank trass, the milliner,
left yesterday for Denver to buy her
spring stock of hats.
E. E. Johnson,' tlie land man, left
yesterday for Springer to transact
business at that place.
Puev. A. Father Rabeyrolle left
yesterday afternoon for a trip to vari-- .
ous places eout of here.
L. H. Mosimann of Beulah, spent
the day in the city on business." He
will return home tonight. '
Charles Spiess, Herbert Clark and
Louis Ilfled of this city left yesterday
for Santa Fe on business.
Rev. Father J. W. Moog of Rowe
come in from that place yesterday
afternoon on a short visit
Senator J. S. Clark, who has been
a visitor in the city for the past two
days, left yesterday for Santa Fe.
S. A. Goldsmith of Colorado, who
has been a visitor in the city for the
past few days, left tor Santa Fe yes-
terday.
Mrs. A. H. West, who ha? a govern-
ment claim at Colmor, returned to
that place yesterday after a short
visit here.
Mrs. O. B. Jewett of La Junta, who
has been visiting Mrs. ITpton Hays
of this1 city, returned to La Junta
yesterday afternoon.
Walter Volrenburg an Matthew
Culley of Wagon Mound returned to
that place yesterday afternoon, after
. a short business visit here.
On train No. 1 yesterday, E: A.
Nickelson and party passed through
in Mr. Nickelson's private car No. 3
enroute from Chicago to Grand' Can- -
.yon.
E. C. De Baca, lieutenant governor
of this state, left yesterday for Santa
Fe. Mr. DeBaca has been visiting
his family here and transacting busi-
ness.
J. H. Conley, master mechanic of
the New Mexico division of tne
Santa Fe Railv ay company, with
headquarters at Raton, came in last
night on a short business trip.
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CHICAGO Give
DEMO STRATION
THAI 10 BE
I IERE
IT IS EXPECTED THAT A LARGE
NUMBER OF FARMERS WILL
VISIT IT TOMORROW.
The agricultural demonstration
train will be in the city tomorrow.
Today opportunity knocks at every
farmer's and booster's door and to-
morrow will be the time to grasp tnat
opportunity. All along the line tne
train has been a great success. It
stopped at Albuquerque yesterday
and the farmers of tnat section of
the country came in great numbers U
view the exhibits.
The train will be open for visitors
here from 9 o'clock a. m. until 6
o clock p. m. and visitors are requests
eel to get to the as soon as pos- -
in the evening a lecture by Dr. W.
B. Garrison will be delivered in the
Commercial club rooms. All farmers
are earnestly requested to attend
this lecture as it will be interesting
as well as instructive. After the lec-
ture a discussion of all topics of in-
terest will be conducted. The aud-
ience will take part in this part of
the p'ogram so that all those who
do ntt understand certain exhibi-
tions at the demonstration train may
inquire about them. All Business men
of the city are requested to inform
all farmers about this meeting and
also request them to stay here to-
morrow evening and hear the lecture.
The train itself, while smaller than
the former demnstration train run by
the road, also in conjunction with the
state agricultural college, is very
complete and contains matters of in
terest in sufficient number to keep
the average farmer busy for several
hours just getting an outline idea of
them. Special attention is paid to
the dry-farm- and his interests.
Dairying, which it is believed must
ultimately become one of the most
important features of the
scheme of life and work, is giv-
en more attention than any other one
branch. : ;
The train consists pi a lecture car
and an exhibit car.- - In the lecture
car the different members of the
staff of the train, most of whom are
on the faculty of tie state agricultur-
al college, adarss the farmers-Thes- e
lectures are simple and
plain, and yet instructive and1 inter-
esting in a high degree, even to a lay-
man.
The exhibit car contains examples
of pruning of fruit trees, smui?e
pots, frost alarm thermometers,
which have ta.ely come into a good
deal of use; balance rations, charts
showing the proper use of different
feeds so that stock may make most
economical use ot them, grain ex-
hibits, cream testers, separators,
cheese-makin- g outfits and dozens of
other things.
One of the most interesting fea-
tures is the display of frost alarms.
These are devices intended to awak'
en the sleeping fruit grower when
the temperature approaches the frost
line and it is time to begin smudg-
ing.
Another feature of special, inter-
est is the display of balanced rations
for cows. There are eight of these
rations all arranged with special ref-
erence to the neeas and abilities of
the showing him just
how to feed his stock on the pro-
duce ot his farm so that he will gain
most milk at least expense.
ALLIES CLOSING IN
ON SCUTARI FORTS
IN A AFIERCE BATTLE THEY SUC-
CEED IN TAKING A HILL
j MANDING THE WORKS, i "
turk'hd TO CUM .C .-- 0 6
Podoritzo, Montenegro, Feb. 10.
The Montenegrin army besieging the
Turkish fortress of Scutari carried
the great Harden Joll hill by assault
at 10:30 this morning after several
hours of eevore fighting.
The infantry on several occasions
came into such close quarters that
hand-to-han- d fighting was general
along the line
Bardan .loll hill dominates Scutari
from the eastern side and the Monte-
negrins are mounting siftga guns on
the heights to bomhnrd the principal
points of the city.
Fighting has 801le n Bhloe earlv
morning all aroimd the city. The
TurkiHh defener8 ate disputing the
ground with fierce determination.
Turkish Rout Is complete.
Sofia, Feb. 10. The rout of the
Turkish army before BuMr on Sat- -
Cleofes Romero. Vice President
Assistant Secretary
became insolent and aggressive and
at the request of the master of the
Prinz Joachim, the revenue cutter,
Algonquin, with gunc manned .stool
guard over the steamer and armed
her crew. One of the "pirates"
struck a box included in the steam-
er's cargo, containing some explosiv
and was blown Into eternity. Th
scared the others away.
Capt. D. P. Foley, who commanded
the Bering Sea patrol, reported that
the wretchedness ot the people of
the Aleutian Islands growing greater
year by year, will continue to in-
crease until the government does
something for them or they are
wiped out of existence by disease and
starvation. The best means of res-
cuing the people, he said, would be
to concentrate them in one settle-
ment, probably Unalaska, where, un-
der government supervision, at email
expense, they might have sanitary
homes, be taught cleanliness, thrift,
and industry, given schools for their
children, and cured of the InslUous
diseases which, are making physical
wrecks of them.
Appropriation for four new reve-
nue cutters is urgently recommend-
ed by, Capt Bertholf three to re-
place the Woodbury, Manhattan and
Winona, all old and unserviceable,
and one to replace the Perry, lost In
the Bering Sea during tha Bummer
of 1910. He declares that the wire-
less apparatus now on all eea-goin- g
revenue cutters should be replaced
by the most modern mechanism ob-
tainable and a constant radio watch
should be maintained. The current
appropriation, he points out, permtis
only two wireless operators on each
cutter and three are necessary for
continuous service.
The functions of the revenue cut-
ter service have grown since its es-
tablishment in 1790113 years ago
until today they Include a variety of
activities ranging from the assist-
ance of vessels in distress and the
enforcement of customs and naviga-
tion laws to the suppression of mu-
tinies. Two mutinies were quelled
by the cutters during last year one
on the Hatien gunboat Ferrier, in
Charleston, S. C, harbor, and t!a
other on the Uruguayan bark, Brema,
in Mobile Bay.
Smuggling has decreased in recent
years, Capt Bertholf declares, be-
cause of the vigilant patrol of tne
revenue cutters. This armed coast-
guard is a deterrent and without it
smuggling would again epring into
existence along the many tnllear- of
coaft line of the United States.
CapL Bertholf asks that congress
relieve the revenue cutter service of
the handicap caused by the provis-
ion of law passed at the last session
forbidding the appointment ' if ad- - ' '
John W. Harris, President
Ceciho Rosen wald,
urday is said nere to have been com-
plete. The Turks are reported tn
have suffered enormous losses.
The field of battle was littered
with flags, field guns, machine guns
and rifles left in flight uy the panic-stricke- n
Ottoman troops. The Turk-
ish deid and wounued were lying
thickly everywhere. Twenty officers
were among the killed. The war of-
fice says:
"The number of men killed among
the Bulgarians is not yet known,
but it Eppears to have been insignifi-
cant."
INDIANA MEETING.
Former citizens of Indiana, now
residing in San Miguel county, are
requested to meet at the council
chamber, city hall, Tuesday night,
February 11, at 7:30 o'clock to re-
new old acquaintance and take such
action relating to the visit to New
Mexico of Vice President Marshall as
may ,be deemed best All are invit-
ed', men and women. Hooslers come
out.
V. E. OLNEY,
E. V. LONG.
February 10, 1913.
Mrs H. Friedman .returned from
Santa Fe last night with Harry Bow-
man and Mrs. Bowman. Mrs. Fried-
man has been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Bowman.
The Trumbull and McWiene teams
will bowl tonight at the Elks' club.
All Elks and their la'.ies are cordial-
ly invited.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Gotner,
and Mrs. George D. Hawks, mother
of Mrs. Gortner, left on train No. 10
today for Goshen, Indiana, Mr. and
Mrs. Gortner expect to be absent two
weeks.
Ti e Ladies' Aid Society Hf the
Methodist church will hold1 its regu
lar uon;ity meeting at the parson
age tomorrow afternoon at 2:30.
x The Elks' entertainment commit
tee today announced that owing to
the failure of the costumes to arrive
the masque feature of the dance to
be given at the Elks club Thursday
night had ben abandoned. However,
the Elks' will give one of their infor-
mal dances on that date.
The funeral services of Mrs. J. M.
Ackerman were held yesterday after-
noon at 2:30 o'clock from the Metho
dist church. The services wore largely
attended and many floral pieces were
sent by friends of Mrs. Ackerman,
The (i, J. A. lodge attended In a, body.
The pallbearers were George Selover,,
II. Rensing, W. Parnell, Joe Cleaven-ger- ,
C. F, Alexander. Rev, E. C. Ander-
sen, assisted by ev. N. B. Green ot
the Baptist church officiated. Inter-
ment was in the Odd, Follows' ceme-
tery.
Dr. Frank II. II. Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal univer-
sity, accompanied by his son, Frank
Roberta, will leave tonight for Chi-
cago where Dr. Roberts will mak
final arrangements for bia trip on
the Santa Fe reading room circuit,
for which he was engaged some time
ago by S. E. Busser, superintendent
of reading rooms. Dr. Doherts will
?.ive hiB illustrated lecture, "The Hu-
mor and Pathos of Travel." His son
will manipulate the stereopticon. On
his trip Dr. Roberts 'will lecture at
ChiHicothe, ills., Chanute, Kans.,
Dodjre City, Kans., Raton, and
OFFICKKS
Geo. H. Hunker. Vice President
Secretary Ivo W. Lively,
REVENUE SERVICE
SAVES MANY
LIVES
COMMANDANT'S REPORT SHOWS
THAT LITTLE CUTTERS DO
VALUABLE WORK.
Washington, Feb. 10. The United
States revenue cutter service--th- e
Red Cross of the sea broke all its
previous heroic and humanitarian
records during the fiscal year 1912.
Thousands of human lives and hun
dreds of tempest-tosse- a vessels, val
ued with their cargoes at nearly $11,.
000,000, were saved from the perils
of storm-swep- t seas by the little cut
ters which guard the coastline of the
United States in an. unbroken line
from Maine to Texas ana from Alas
ka to California, nervously alert for
the "S. O. S." " "
The annual report of Captain E.
P. Bertholf, commandant ct the 'ear-vice- ,
made public today) is a recita
tion of thrilling adventures1 of this
army of the federal government, old
er than the American navy. A. total
of 260 distressed vessels were as
sisted during Ue year and their bur
den, 2,212 souls, rescued from dan-
ger which in many cases eeemed im
pending death. One hundred and six
persons were actually saved from
cutters on the pacific
coast, penetrating the frigid waters
of Alaska, brougnt back t?.les of suf
fering among the natives oi the Aleu-
tian Islands, in the grasp of poverty
and disease, creating conditions, it is
declared, demanding the attention
and action of the federal govern-
ment
Vessels, cargoes and
; derelicts
saved by the revenue cutter service
during the year were valued at
Forty-fiv- e
' derelicts and
other dangerous obstructions to navi
gation were removed or destroyed.
"For every dollar the government
invested in the maintenance of the
revenue cutter service, says Cant.
Bertholf, "there has been a return of
$4.36 in the form of property saved
from the perils of the sea, and this
In addition to lives saved and other
beneficial acts performed In the In-
terest of mankind To' accomplish
this work there have been 25 cruis-
ing cutters and 18 harbor vessels
and launches actively employed dur-
ing the year.
"The fiscal year 1912, was probably
one of the most trying periods to
shipping of suiy year Iuring the past
quarter of a century.' Frequent gales
'
swept1 the Atlantic and Gulf coasU
while, during, the winter months, th
unusually low temperatures caused
great danger to shipping and ftctnal
Buffering to the crows on account of
the ice conditions, even as far south
as Chesapeake Bay. These condi-
tions resulted in almost constant
calls for the assistance of revenue
cutters. None wag unheeded; In
consequence, the beneficial work of
the servic, in all Its ae!(vitt, during
the past fiscal vr, hatv exeeelol
that of previous years." t
Among other unusual Incidents,
CapL Bertholf told of how ''piratical
native wreckers" swarmed down
upon tbe Hamburg-America- steamer
'Prim Joachim when, with; a large
party of American tourists aboard,
(Including William J. pry a a, she
stranded on Atwoou Bay, Bahama
Islands, November "2, 1911. After
the passengers bad been removed,
these "piratofl," tns.l Cpt.
game 34 to 2. It was a case of sci-
ence with the Santa Fe girls and stage
fright with the Vegas John
Webh of this city rafereed the game
and Sergeant Udder of the New Mexi-
co National guard umpired. No decis-
ions were disputed in the entire game.
The boys' game was fast and snapp-p-y
throughout, the local boys taking
the lead at the start and holding It.
The score at the end of this game
was 45 to 37 In the Las Vegas boys'
favor. After the games the Las Vegas
teams were tendered a reception in
the Santa Fe High school building and
yesterday, morning the interesting
points of the city were shown the
visitors. The Las Vegas lineups
were: Boysr-Rob- ert Hart and Way-lan- d
Koogler, forwards; Clifford Stew-
ard, center; Frank McCullough and
Hufiano Gallegos, guards. Girls
Gladys McVey and Chella Van Pet-te-
forwards; De Sair Evans, jump-
ing center; Elizabeth Parnell, running
center; Alice Connell and Nellie
Wells, guards.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 10. Cattle,
receipts 9,000, including 400 southerns.
Market steady to strong. Native
steers $7.008.00; southern streere
$6.007.50; southern cows and hei-
fers $4.00$6.50; native cows and
heifers $4.008.00; stockers and feed
'
ers $5.757.5t0; 'bulls $5.)0&6.25;
calves $6.507.50; western steers
$6.508.00; western cows $4.006.50.
Hogs, receipts 5,000. Market strong.
Bulk of sales $7.657.80; heavy $7.60
7.755; packers and butchers $7.75
7.85; light $7.707.85; pigs $6.50
7.25.
Sheep, receipts 17,000. Market strong,
Muttons $4.75 6.00; Colorado lambs
$7.808.80; range wethers and yearl
ings $5.007.60; range ewes $3.50
5.50.
1
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Mammy now uses Calumet Baking: Powder instead oi sour milk and
or the cheap and biff-ca- n kind, because it is more convenien- t-
because she knows from experience thafe the baking: will be lighter, '
daintier and more uniformly raised that it will keep fresh longer.
Calumet is certain of good results it is purer and more wholesome
the cheap big-ca- n kind, and more economical in the end.
Calumet.0f trial. If it fails to give you absolute satisfaction
return it and get your money back. If you dotCt get Calumet you don't
get the best, , . '
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World' Pur Food Exposition, Chicago, III. Parii Exposition, Franco, March, 1912
authority of congress. There are te
existing vacancies among the offi-
cers, with the proHpcct of additional
ones during,, the current year by
dwith and resignation.
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You Jon 't $ave money when you buy cheap or big-ca- n baling potJer. Don
It's more economical more wholesome giues besl results. Calumet is far
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THOUGHTFUL PAINTERCO ATI KG FOR PLASTER CASTSGREENFIELD'S 40 MILE VIEW TBI: LOBBY IIESTAURANT AND CAfl
SHORT ORDERS AN D .REGULAR DiNNEBS-TH-
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
THE IOPT.ICESCRIBED
4 J i
pk SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A. M. Regular com-
municationA first and
4tJt 'fti Jr AAeh mnntri
fSSj brothers cordially
"Wed. Wm. p. Alills.
W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.
LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO, 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-- ,
j) ular conclave sec. d Tuee-jj- r
day In each month at Mar
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
KlnkeL E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re-
corder,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS RegiJar con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and tnird Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Ma-
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Mees every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglat avenue.at
8 o'clock. Visiting are
cordially welcome. J. C. Wertz,
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
Visiting members are especially
welcome and cordially invited.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
cordially Invited. Isaac Appel,
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
retary.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
Pioneer building. Visiting mem
bers are cordially Invited'. Richard
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO,
1. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visit
ing brethren cordially invited to afc
tend. J. D. Friedenstine, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
G. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
B. p. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-
ers are cordially invited. ' P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con-
don, Secretary.
DORADO LODGE NO. . 1
KNIGHTS OF PY
THIAS Meets
ery Monday er
ning in Castl
Hall. VisiUni
Knights ar cord)a
ally invited. Chat
Liebachner, Chas
cellor Commandei
Harry Martin, Keeper of Record
and SeaL
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuea
day evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordi
ally invited to attend. A. M. dle?
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an
fourth Thursday evening eac
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlsitin
brothers cordially invited. Dr. B
W. Houf, Dictator; J. Thornhhi
Secretary.
IGCAL TIME CAM
EAST BOUND
Arrive Depart
No. 2 9:10 p. m 9:15 p. m
No. i 11:05 p. m 11:05 p. n,
No. 8 2:05 a. m 2:10 a. m
No. 10 1 : 45 p. m 2:10 p. m
WEST BOUND
No. 1 . . 1:20 p. m.... 1:45 p. m
No. 3... 6:10 a m.... 6:15 a. m
No. 7... 4:20 p. m.... 4:30 p. m
No. 9... fi:35 p. m 7:00 p. m
ATTOKNKYx
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunlei
Attorneys-at-La-
Las Vegas. New Mextec
DENTI&TS
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
Crockett Building.
Office Telephone Main 111
House Telephone '. Main 1M
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Dental work of any description ai
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 136
East Las Vegas, Nt M.
Here Is a message of hope and good
cheer from Mrs. C. J. Martin, Boone
Mill, Va., who is the mother of IS
children. Mrs. Martin was cured of
stomach trouble and constipation by
chamberlain's Tablets after tle
years of suffering and now recom-
mends these tablets to the public. Sold
by all dealers. Adv.
When Burton Holmes recently gave
his celebrated travelogue on "Pan-
ama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he
was seriously Interupted by continual
coughing of the audience. No one an-
noys willingly and if people with
coughs, colds, hoarseness and tickling
in throat would use Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound, they ,onld quickly
cure their coughs and colds and avoid
this annoyance. O. G. Schaefer and
Red 'Cross Drug Co. Adv.
I! I
toiler Gives Graphic Description
I of Country.
fMany House Have Never Been En.
tered by a European and Never
Will Be Women Are Alwayt
' Closely Veiled.
Bombay, India. Reviewing J. A.
f'pender's book, "The Indian Scene,"
the London Spectator says:
To those who have not seen India
the descriptive chapters of "The In-
dian. Scene" will be of very great in-
terest, Mr. Spender is content to de-
scribe what he saw in the simplest
way, and by this means gives the read-
er a strong sense of the reality of
what be is told. Nowhere is this done
with more completeness than in the
opening chapter on Bombay. What
strikes him is not the place so much
as the people. Every street swarms
with them, and "no half dozen seem
alike." Their color varies from white
to very nearly black, their costume
"from the frock coat to the loin
cloth."
Then there Is the contrast between
life and death, between the rich Par-te- e
living in his pretentious stone
built house on the seashore, and the
name man carried, as soon as he has
closed his eyes, to the towers of si-
lence, with their "obscene semicircles
of vultures sitting huddled together
en the rims of the two pits waiting for
their next meal." And then there Is
the fact more separating races per-
haps than any other feature of Indian
life that into the vast majority of
houses which "to all outward seeming
might be the homes of European nou-
reaux riches," no European has ever
catered or ever will enter. He must
not see the women who live in them.
When a ehuttered or curtained car
riage passes Lira for the first time in
the street, he Is told that a woman is
laaide, and that Is his nearest ap-
proach to knowledge of one-hal- f of In-
dian life.
When he leaTes Bombay Mr. Spen-
der, does his best to answer the sim-sl- o
question, What does India look
ike? Somewhat north of Baroda he
opens the shutters of his Bleeping car-
riage and at first sees nothing to tell
' ,
A Primitive Substitute for the Water--'
Cart. Native Method of Watering
a Road.
him that he is cot in Europe. The
country is flat, it has many trees, it is
cut up into small fields and very close
ly cultivated. It is the human element
and the animal element that make it
unlike Europe the women "swathed
In crimson muslin," the children "eith-
er caked or fantastically dressed up,
"the thin walnut colored men, with
white turbans and bare legs, the big
loose limbed donkeys who pass in a
land of ambling gallop," the hump-
backed cattle, "mild miniature beasts,"
the straight-backe- d lead colored buf-
faloes. Then comes a railway station
and a fresh "riot of color and fancy."
Opposite the carriage stands a vener-
able gentleman In bright green flower-
ed silk dressing gown, with a pink tur-
ban and white pajamas; near him
there is a woman "in a shapeless mass
of orar.go cotton," a tiny child, "with
embroidered coat and absurd little
buff trcijsera ending in red shoes,"
ant' an old man ho crowns a gray
'rock coat with a crimson turban, and
wraps his legs in "a careless swathe
of white linu.lin." Mr. Spender's train
wa? delayed for ten minutes because a
tarty of ladies had to be got out. An
Immense sheet was held In front of
helr carriage., in which they were
somehow enwrapped, and the group
was left "standing like a great, white
box in the middle of the platform."
,12 RICH WOMEN ON A JURY
Court Officer In Kansas Makes Up an
Odd Panel for a Case of Die- -
I orderly Conduct.
1 Independence, Kan. Twelve of the
wealthiest and most prominent women
ot tlila city were summoned to servo
on a Jury in the case of James Blue,
charged with firing a shot through
the window ot an interburban cur
near her, endangering the lives of the
passengers. Among the women sum-tenon-
by the court officers are the
wives of two millionaire oil operators,,
two bankers' wives and two suffragist
SSeadors.
Donkeys Annoyed Neighbors.
New York. Five donkeys were
made the performers at a "night In
.Arabia" in the party given at one o!
t;n- fashionable cafes and their bray-.,- -
ji.'.oved flic neighbors.
Simple Treatment That the Chicago
Art Institute Has Found to
Be Effective.
According to the bulletin of the
Art Institute of Chicago, that organi-
zation has been very successful in
keeping Its plaster casts presentable
by means of simplest treatment.
The cast is first sized with an ap-
plication of linseed oil and turpentine-Thi- s
is put on with a brush, and It
is Immaterial whether it is done when
the (hist is new and clean or after
it becomes dirty, provided only that
it has not been painted or in any way
coated with foreign matter. The only
object is to make it impervious to
water, so that subsequent applications
will not sink in.
Tben the cast is washed over with
a coat of whiting and water with a
little glue (practically a fine white-
wash), applied quite thin with a
brush, and stippled or pounced on,
bo as not to show brush marks. A lit-
tle yellow ochre is put into the wash,
so that it will not be a blue or dead
white. This wash is perfectly soluble,
and when it gets dirty it is easily re-
moved and a fresh coat applied. It
ts obvious that the cast Is no more
coated or loaded after the twentieth
application than after the first.
It is surprising in fact how little
the modeling is obscured, even when
It Is delicate and detailed. It is
doubtful If anybody, however, skillful,
can tell at a distance of eight or ten
feet whether a cast has been whitened
o-- not, and eight or ten feet is not a
great distance at which to view a
life-siz- e statue. The larger forms are
not in the least affected by the process
of whitening.
WHY ALGERNON WAS PEEVED
Genial Elevator Boy Didn't Know Ex-
actly What Name Meant, But
He Didn't Like It.
"I ain feelln" Jes" right, t'ank de
Lo'd, Mistah Topflo'," Algernon con-
fided gloomily the other evening. 'Ts
had a mighty strong narvis shock, sah.
W'y, sah, w'ot ails me is dere was a
man rldin' up in de elebater dis af'er-noo- n
Vol call me names; an' de name
o' dat man am Mistoh Flossteln! Dere
ain' no one in dls house, Mistoh Top-
flo', dat I elebates mo' dan I does him
an his family an' his fr'en's. An' dat
w'ot I git fo' it! I cayn stan' mos'
anyt'ing 'ceptin' bein' call names, MIs-t- o
Topflo.
"Wo't he call me? Well, sah, he
say I a monk-wum- . I dunno' zackly
w'ot a monk-wu- is, but I knows it
somet'ing bad, or he wouldn't
me it. 'Wo't reason' did he hab fo'
Tallin' me dat name?' Well, sah, it
dis way; he say, 'Algernon,' he say,
'wo't you' pollytics?' an' I say, Ts a
'publican to de co' an' I vote fo' Mis-
toh Wilson,' I say. Dat w'y he git
kin' mad an' call me dat name, Mis-
toh Topflo". Monk-wum,- " reflected Al-
gernon aloud and with lowering brow.
"I reckon dat mean a kin' haidge-hong- ,
Mistoh Topflo. Yo' fink it something
on dat ode, sah? Well, Mistoh Top-
flo', I be'en call a heap names in my
life, but dat de fus' time anybody call
me a haidge-hoag- ; an' I don't like it,
Mistoh Topflo' not wo't a cent," and
Algernon shook his head bitterly, too
sore even to smile when Mr. Topfioor
gave him a cigar.
Klnglake on Port.
Kinglake, the historian, was polite,
yet frank. It is related that, upon one
occasion, while dining with old Dr
Marsham, the warden of Merton, he
was asked to give his opinion of some
port wine which was supposed to be
remarkably good. "I am no Judge of
port myself, Kinglake," said Dr. Mar-sha-
"but I know you are, and I
should like your opinion."
"Well," said Kinglake, "I have three
ways of judging port wine. The first
Is by the color, the second is by the
odor, and the third is by the flavor.
Now, the color of your wine, Mar-sha-
holding it up and looking at it
critically "is good; the odor" here
he held the glass to 'his nose for a
moment, and then added, with some
hesitation "is far from unpleasant;
the flavor is" here he tasted lt( and
put the wineglass down hastily.
"Would you be kind enough to pass
me the sherry?" San Francisco Ar-
gonaut
Feeling for Death.
For a week the d guide
to the blind on their daily walks had
noticed that the two men who were
her special charges felt carefully ot
the wall on either side of the door
of the asylum when passing in and out
Since she was there to lead th3m, that
precaution seemed not at all neces-
sary, and she finally asked tbolr rea-
son for it.
"T am looking for crape on the
door," one old man told her. "They
don't like to let us know here in the
asylum when any one dies for fear of
making us feel bad, but they yut
crape on the door, and by feeling for
it when we pass In and out we can
find out for ourselves when one of us
has gone."
Beneficial Stimulant
The coca leaf is highly prized by
the native of Bolivia as a stimulant.
He chews it like tobacco, but with a
better excuse, since by its use be can
perform great feats of endurance and
go many hours without food. With a
pouch of coca leaves and a small bag
of parched corn he can run 50 miles
a day. Fleet-foote- Indians consti-
tute the telegraph service or the
New Tower Is Erected In Connection
by Town and the Local Board
of Trade.
Greenfield, Conn. The Globe pm-sen-
herewith a picture of the new
tower just completed on Poets Seat,
Greenfield. It is built of local sand-
stone and commands a beautiful view
up and down the Connecticut Valley
Of the Shelburne Hills on the west
and other ranges of hills to the east.
On a clear day a view of 40 miles
can be obtained. The cost of the
tower is something more than $2,000.
Of this the town appropriated $1,500;
several hundred dollars was secured
by the Hoard of Trade of Greenfield.
The plans were drawn by Jerome
Allen, a native of Greenfield but now
Ay f Ml' jKW
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New Poet's Seat Tower at Greenfield.
a New York architect, and were giv-
en to the town by Mr. Allen without
financial compensation. The builder
was Peter Barber.
The tower is 41 feet and 3 inches
high from grade to the top platform,
with a stone parapet four feet high
and corner pinnacles eight feet high.
The walls are 18 inches tihek, with
a slight better about half the height
of the tower, thus increasing the
thickness of the walls at the bottom.
There are three reinforced concrete
platforms. The stairs from the
ground to the second platform are
made of reinforced concrete with
landings at each turn. The upper
flight to the top, or observation plat-
form, is a circular iron staircase place
In a corner, to give the maximum plat-
form on the second and third plat-
forms.
All stairs are about'three feet wide.
All railing are four feet high. Those
in the triple arches on the second
platform are of stone, while those in
the other openings are of iron. The
stair railings are also of iron.
TAKES NAP IN WRONG HOUSE
Bewildered Intruder Is Arrested After
, Alarming Occupants of Building
in Cincinnati.
Cincinnati, Ohio. It was six o'clock
in the morning, when Police Operator
Abel received a telephone call from,
a woman living in the flat building at
the northeast corner of York and
Freeman avenues. She was very
much excited and declared that a
burglar was" in the place.
One minute after Lieutenant Couver
sent Knapp, Fifth district station
house keeper to the place, and three
minutes thereafter the cause of the
trouble was in the hands of the police.
The alarm resulted when Sam Bea-bou- t,
fifty-fou- r years old, who says
his home is at the Kings Mills hotel
at Kings Mills, OhIa( wandered into
the place some time in the night.
There is a heating stove in the hall
and Sam curled up behind the stove
and took a nap. The place looked
Just like his home, he said.
When he woke up he was bewil-
dered and in order to get his bearings
he rapped on the various doors he
encountered. When the occupants of
thi rooms peeped through a crack in
the door and saw the Invader they
were frightened. The next step was
to call for the police.
Sam says his mind is a blank as to
his involuntary visit.
WOLVES EAT FOUR PERSONS
Pack of Famished Animals, Driven
From Mountains by Snows, Ter-
rorize Low Country.
Lisbon, Portugal. Famished wolves
devoured four persons in the neigh-
borhood of a village in the Province
of Beira.
targe packs of the starving ani-
mals have come down from the gor-
ges of the Sierra da Esttrella, whence
they have been driven owing to the
doep snows, and they are terrorizing
the low country. They attack lonely
farms at night, and persons traveling
alone along the roads are in constant
danger.
A great hunt was organized by the
country inhabitants in the Province
of Beira. More than 200 men par-
ticipated, and they succeeded in
round ng up and killing over 100
wolves. Eight of the hunters were
badly bition.
Fireman Killed In an Explosion.
New York. William Hammil, a
flreman was hurled fifty feet and In-
stantly killed the other day when an
explosion wrecked a forty thousand
gallon oil tank at the Kings County
Cap Plant in Greenpoint. Three other
men were injured. The victims were
tmder the tank when the explosion
WANT
COLUMN
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line cacn Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. Ail advertle ments charged
will be booked at apace actually sat,
without regard to number of word.
Cash In advance preferred.
mmm
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN i.
Wanted
TO LEASE OR RENT 1 large
adobe house with 150 acres
of land and 1 small adobe
house and 70 acres of land. Mrs.
P. C. Nisson.
For Sole
FOR SALE First class upright pi-
ano, price reasonable. Inquire Op-
tic.
FOR SALE One dozen Black
chickens. Call Vegas
369.
FOR SALE A good automobile. Ad-
dress B., care Optic.
For Rent
FOR RENT Suite housekeeping
rooms, first floor, electric lights.
508 Main.
FOR RENT Furnished house, mod-
ern, Eighth and Washington. In-
quire Herbert W. Gehring.
Miscellaneous
FIRST class room and board, In- -
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.
Lost
LOST Red back memorandum book
of Ackerman Dairy. Finder phone
J. M. Ackerman and receive reward.
PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
lardwood Finishing, Paper Hanflng
and Gluing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
est 8ld Plaia . Old Town
5HESTER.3 FILLS
Till- AM.IKB I1RAM. A
4lil-- .
I'llU it !t'4 And Hot wI 1.1 i.eT..L.. .... .. 1...
lriii'.-l.(- . A , ll l. III N.TFRSi'ia.ii 1,14 ; 1'll.l.H, for K5year; knnwti as Rcsl. Sawt, Always Reliable
?1LD BY lulifiGISTS EVERYWHERE
FOR THE CHILDREN
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS
QUICK - SAFE . RELIABLE
NO OPIATES NO NARCOTICS
FOLEY'S HOilEY and TAR
COMPOUND
A COMMON COLD neirlected mav bo
quicKiy uiiu tSKUINWtill lS, 01PNEUMONIA which often means a sud-
den fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in thehouse and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes r
Red CroM Drug Cc
O G Sehaerer
r
0.
' -
There Is no better medicine made
frf inUa T.on C Vi n rrt hprl a In ' Con Jh
Remedy. It acts on nature's pilan re
Ik-ve-s the lunps, opens the secretions.
aids expectoration; and restores the
system to a healthy condition, For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
if-- t i a lii m a
i 7
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"') see you are paying the hospital
expenses of that painter who fell oil
thD roof."
"Yes; he's too good a man to lose.
An he went down he touched up two
cr three places which would have been
very hard to reach."
THOSE GIRLS.
Ii III 7 I
It Pfr TS5M
--jr 'w rv-- .
Blanche (at the amateur theatrl-rals- )
Oh! dear me! I've got my
lines all right and the business, but
I don't know how to make up.
Constance You silly thing you!
Just make up as you always have
done.
DISGRACED
rnrn
"We dined out last e ening. Pa dis- -
graced us, as usual."
"How so."
"Got to the end of the dinner
with three forks and tio spoons still
unused.
LOGICAL
"The manager always keeps back
a of the villain's salary."
"Why does he do that afraid he'd
skip?"
"No; but he always acts his part
better when he's mad."
CRUSHED IN THE RUSH
(
"Is your boy on the football team
this year?"
"I hope bo; he was under it last
"year
RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lb, to 2,000 ba,, Each Delivery 25o per 100 lb.
200 lb. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery 30c per 100 lbs.
50 Iba. to . 200 lbs. Each Delivery 40c per 100 lbs.
Leaa than 50 lbs. Each Delivery ,. 50c per 100 Iba.
AGU A PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
r
i ANT Ads
Are Best
Market Finders
i
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all of
thoue who MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth most
That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to someoma
who reads the ads. In thla newspaper and would never hear ot
your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of ttaefulness of any sort, and musical in-
strument. '
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all pos-
sible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the beat
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Are Used In The Optic's Job. Department
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That Printing Done By Us Is the Best Obtainable
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Of getting work out with little delay, but insist that it must be absolutely correct and
satisfactory in every respect.
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ETHOGISTS WIN; QUICK. ACTION ADJUSTABLE GRATES1,0 GAL NEWSr6 tt 7 n( I trim', Sa.ve La.bor For Women1 t
BELOVED PIONEER
DIES AT AGE
(II SI
itil ii ttv lit U i uight automobile lamps at 6:21 PRESBYTERIANS
LOSE
".'clock tliis vening.
Ml?
!l) ifLAnd the
Best of Their Kind
V
Any man will buy the machine that will savi
labor in the factory or on the farm. Why no
save labor for a woman in her kitchen when it
costs nothing extra to do it?
Get a high grade malleable range with the
Try a dram jf Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
wonderful grate lifting device which raises theMRS. S. B. DAVIS WAS AMONG
THE FIRST ENGLISH SPEAK-
ING WOMEN HERE.
A big eale on hair and corsets.
Goods at half price. Mrs. A. Stand
ten
fire up to the top of the stove as easily as piy
gasolene flame can be turned up.
INTERDENOMINATIONAL BASKET
BALL ARGUMENT AT Y. M.
C. A. IS EXCITING.
Standing of Teams.
A meal can be quickly coc!;ed with a well
When death late Saturday nightA meeting of the directors of the
Commercial Club will be held tonight I C r. U ?Kclaimed Mrs. Elizabeth E. Davis, a-- W L Pet
Methodists 0 1.000in tie club rooms.
.500
spent fire raised up close to the lids.
Three turns of the shaker handle on a special
geared shaft do the business.
With a shallow fire box when the grate is
raised half as much fuel is needed.
With the fire close to the top, drafts can be
closed and fuel lasts lnnw
Christians 1 1
Baptists ...1 1
Presbyterians 0 1
Y. M. C. .A.. 0 1
.500
.000
.000
E. S. Stewart, who has been em'
ployed at the Stearns Grocery, resign
s&ck ofWe want you to have another
Cream Loaf Flour
CEUEUBER, IT IS THE PERFECTION OF
TEE HUBS ART
This Week for Cash S1.50
Monarch Brand California Canned Fruits
25c Per Can
Monarch Mince Meat in 23 Oz. Jars, Regular
Price 50c. THIS WEEK 35c
J. H. Stearns
ed Saturday night
Pedro Garcia, father-in-la- of W Despite several counter attractions,
the Sunay School Basketball league
games were well attended at the Y.
No time is waisied waiting for a big fire to bum.
Less fuel has to be carried by tired women and much fuel is saved.
No over heated kitchen in summer because meals can be cooked from small
fires raised to the top of the stove without heCting up the range.
Quick Action Ranges with the adjustable grate cost no more than other high
grade malleable ranges. , ,
Frank employed at Bararach's store is
ill at Mr. Frank's resience. '
M. C. A. Saturday night. Again, as on
the previous Saturday night the firstFinch's Golden Wedding Bye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery to FOR. SALE BYgame proved to be the contest the
spectators enjoyed the most Thisyou. At the Lobby, of course. AdT.
was the Presbyterian-Baptis- t match
long and useful career was brought
to a close and another of Las Ve-
gas' pioneer citizens and one of Its
most beloved women was gathered
to her eternal reward. Mrs. Davis
had been In failing health for some
time. Death occurred in her apart-
ments in the" Plaza hotel. Mrs. Da-
vis' daughter, Mrs. W. A. Glassford,
was with her mother when she passed
away.
Mrs. Davis was born in the state
of Ohio, January 17, 1832, and was
81 years of age at the time of her
death. She was married to Dr. S.
B. Davis, of the medical corps of the
Unitedi States army i while still a
young woman. Following the civil
war, Dr. Davis was sent to New
Mexico, arriving here in the late six-
ties. His wife accompanied him,
making the tedioUs and dangerous
trip across the plains with the troop
of cav&lry to which her husband was
attached. Dr. and Mrs. Davis re-
sided here for several years and
made friends among the native peo
and on paper looked like a runaway J. C. JOHNSEN & SONP. H. Le Noir, secretary of the V. for the Baptists, but the PresbyteriansM. C. A., has moved Into the former
sprang a surprise that took the breathWest residence at 919 Second street
, GrocerI Lrcal Agents
away from the husky Baptists.
H. S. Hamilton, employed at Schae- -
fer's drug store, has been kept in his
The two little forwards, Johnny
Martin and Bill Haydon, darted and
dodged around, under and through the
legs of their heavier and taller op-
ponents and at the same time Young
bed today on account of an attack of
grip.
A H D W & O B The Woman's Club will meet Wed at center, Big "Bill" Shillinglaw and
Russell Linberg at guards played "A
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
S. B. Davis, Vice President. H. Erie Hoke, Assasinnt Cashier.
nesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in
1" ball, so that when the first haltthe Commercial club rooms. All mem-
bers are urged to attend.
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ple. Mrs. Davis was among the first
English speaking women to reside in
ended the score board showed that
each side had 16 points to its credit.
In the second half the Eaptistsbrought
in two fresh men, and, with the ex
The regular monthly meeting of
what is now the town of Las Vegas.
Dr. Davis was stationed at Fort Mar- -
the Woman's Club will be held Wei-nesda- y
afternoon, Fenruary 12, at 2 ception of two points, the Presbyteri
o'clock, at the Commercial club
rooms.
Phonm Main XIFoiiotM.to P'm J0 Q Qi FIRST NATIONAL BANKans stopped scoring, the game finallyending 40 to 18 in favor of the Bap-tists.
The second game, between the
Methodists 'and the Christians, was of
Last night at the Presbyterian
cy for some time and he and his wife
resided in Santa Fe.
Upon the death of Dr. Davis in
1874, Mrs. Davis returned to La3
Vegas and has called this place her
hame practically ever since. With the
exception of several extended visits
with relatives In other parts of the
country she has resided here con
Church the thirty-secon- d anniversary OP LAS VEGAS, N. M. .a whirlwind nature. The Methodistsof the Christian Endeavor movement
while losing tewart, found in Brown
and Barker two mighty good men.
was celebrated. Many interesting talks
were given by the members of that
society. About 150 people were in The Christians showed probably a big
THE OLD RELIABLE
BAIN WAGON tinuously for the past 30 years. Mrs. ger improvement than any other teamIn the league In so short a time.While the final score was 36 to 5 inDayls In 1881 took charge of thePlaza hotel, which was then a new
Capital, $100,000 Stjrplcsi and Undivided Peofits $35,000
Oar Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac-
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
Interest PalJ on Time Deposits
structure, and managed that popu favor of the Methodists, this does not
show the relative strengths of the
two teams. If the Christians had been
half as accurate in their basket shoot
The board of trustees oi the New
Mexico hospital for the insane held
its regular monthly meeting Saturday
afternoon at the nospital, all mem-
bers being present. The board re-
newed the insumnce upon th build-
ings, dividing these policies among
the various agencies In the city.
lar hostelry for several yeass.
Mrs. Davi3 is survived by a daught-
er, Mrs. W. A. Glassford, wife of a
colonel in the United States army
who is now stationed at Manilla, P.
I. She also is survived by a grand-
son, Burl Davis, who resides with
relatives in Pottsdam, N. Y. The
body will be sent Wednesday even
ing, had passed as well as the Metho-
dists there might have been a differ-
ent story to tell. At it was, time and
time again the Christians would have
easy shots at the basket, splendid
ft chances of passing, but their Inex-
perience in the matter of team work 1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOU!! DOORing to Columbus, C., where it willbe laid to rest beside that of Dr.
The musical program given last
evening at the First Baptist church
was enjoyed by a large congregation,
the church edifice being filled. Rev.
N. B. Green, pastor of the church,
said today that similar programs,
with the orchestra, would be given
every Sunday evening in the future.
Davis.
Mrs. Davis was
and basket shootingfttftl" against them
and the ball would either fly in the
hands of the waiting Methodists or
lovable woman
mends in Lasand had a host oflVlV fin a reminiscent Just miss the basket by a few inches.The Methodists played like the vetVegas. Often whenframe of mind she would relate ln- -
erans that most of them are. Nou u "v:. eveuts f the
Mexico. She
teresting stories ofj
early days in Ncwl
better team woTk has been seen in
any of the league games thus far.took an active inteipt in the reun-
ion of the travelers bf the old Santa Clare Koogler and Prentice White
The dance given last week by the
Woman's Club of Las Vegas, as was
announced following the event, was
successful. Today the dance com-
mittee informed The Optic that
$112.40 had been cleared by the
dance. This money will be used aa
the nucleus of a fund to build a walk
and road to tne Masonic cemetery.
Fe trail which was held in Las Ve-
gas on July 4, 1910.
Short funeral services will be held SOVERLAND MCDF.L 59
refereed the first and second games
respectively. Both men gave eminent
satisfaction to the players of all four
teams. Next Saturday the Y. M. C
A.'s and the Presbyterians and the
Baptists and the Methodists will play.
Gross, Kellyr & Co.
Sole Agents ....
(n St. Paul's Me- -Wednesday evening
J. S. Moore willmorial church. Rev,
conduct the servlcefe, to which all
friends of Mrs. Davis are invited.
"Graustark," a story of lova behind The Ladles' league of the Presby- -Mrs. W. A. Glassfctd, daughter ora throne, by the well known writer. terlan church will meet Tuesday afWednesdayMrs. Davis, will lejve
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.
Las Vegas AotomoiB I Mactiine Cowith the bodynight on train No.
ternoon at 2:30 at the residence of
Mrs. George Pritchett, 1104 Lincoln
George Barr McCutcheon, was well
staged at the Duncan Opera house
Saturday evening by the United Play
company. Miss Louiszita Valentine
of her mother fdr commons, u.,
avenue.
where interment wil occur.
Whalen, & Fowler PropsPhone Main 344.in the lead as Prncess Yetive was
exceptionally attractive an her acting
was especially. pleasing to the whole State Superintendent
of Public ln- - IT RECEIVEDetruction Alvan JST. White nas Un-iformed the teachers and school eu- -audience. The other members or tneoast played their parts well. The
The
Science of
Selling
Farms
If it may be termed a science must
include a means of pfesenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest usi the
0 P T I C
WANT COLUMNS
nerlntendents of the various disfive acts of the play were well staged
tricts of the state that Lincoln'sthe scenery and costumes being good. THERE IS I LIE ON THE LABELbirthday, the anniversary of whichfalls upon Wednesday, February 12,
is not a legal aoliday. The schools
will not be dismisseu, but classes will
be heard the same as on other days.
For several ears Lincoln's birth-
day anniversary has been observed
in the New Mexico school as a holi
A HT1ED
PERFDRMAHCE
Extra Fancy Mackerel
eich 25c
Fancy Boston Mackerel
2 for 25c
"Dainty" Boneless Cod-
fish, per box 25c
"Swan's Down" fibered
day, .'import Anpimi ; chief clerk ot
the New Mexico, department of edu
THERE IS NO LVE IN THE CAN
IIUrJTS QUALITY FRUITS"
"THE KINO THAT IS NOT
Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
cation, has investigated ,the stateAt Tie Home oi Its Best of Eyerythino Eatable
laws and has found the day hasr
never been set apart as a legal noil
day.
Codfish , per pkg. 1 5c
"TTicvbpst Grade" UA. H
--
"u- pdies Codfish, per pd . . - 25c j
"Pure Food" Sardines
The Albuquerque HUsh .chool was de-
feated last Saturday night at Albu-
querque by the New Mexko Univer-
sity of that city by th" ew"' (,f 2(5tie at the end1.. .r.. The same was a
per can ioc
We are dally presenting our
results of perfect laundering to
hundreds of patrons, who are
'
endorsing it with their con-
tinued patronage.
SHIRTS, COLLARS,
AND CUFF WORK THAT IS
UNEQUALLED.
Stricly Fresh Home Laid
Eggs - r 35c per dozen Tno " wof the scheduled Um
1 r
j Insist on "Hunts" If you want the highest
j quality in canned fruits.iv nff. the llldi i'001 scorlni;
'Ferndell" Sardines,. per
can 25c
"Crawn" Sardines per
can 20c
one free throw and the University a
Kansas Egs filed basket. The New Mexixco Vnl--claims the state cham.:. 30c per dozen
pionship, but the Nnl University
honor until a return
ganie is Playedhonor untl o return
in this city, the Albuquerque 'vanity,
satisfied with the1, oAoma
pi a p r h iOHY READS THE 1AS VEGAS OPTICLas Vcas Steam.
Laundry
Phone Mia SI 617 DougU Are
tw J 'taJ W J fcJS L fa f
"TS.e Coffee Man" :fir
UU" t;i ,
nd probably ,irecord it has mndo
of being defeatedrot. take a chance
a'ration, al,crP by the Normal
of Albuquercording-1.- the !;itmcnt
IjHI'iiilK.
GRAAF I UAYUARD CO. STORE
